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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 











SUPREME COURT NO. 41240-2013 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
CLERK I S RECORD 
Appeal from the District Court of the Second Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Nez Perce 
BEFORE THE HONORABLE CARL B. KERRICK, DISTRICT JUDGE 
Counsel for Appellant 
Sara B. Thomas 
3050 Lake Harbor Ln, Ste 100 
Boise, ID 83703 
Counsel for Respondent 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83702-0010 
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Date: 8/27/2013 
Time: 02:47 PM 
Page 1 of 8 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0001323 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
User: DEAN NA 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User Judge 
6/30/2011 NCPC TERESA New Case Filed-Post Conviction Relief Carl B. Kerrick 
TERESA Filing: H 10 - Post-conviction act proceedings Carl B. Kerrick 
Paid by: dennis heilman Receipt number: 
0011436 Dated: 6/30/2011 Amount: $.00 (Cash) 
For: Heilman, Dennis Raymond (plaintiff) 
MOTN TERESA Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Carl B. Kerrick 
Partial Payment of Court Fees 
PETN TERESA Petition and Affidavit for Post Conviction Relief Carl B. Kerrick 
MOTN TERESA Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Carl B. Kerrick 
Counsel 
7/5/2011 ORDR TERESA Order Granting Motion for Appointment of Carl B. Kerrick 
Counsel---RADAKOVICH 
7/7/2011 HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status/Scheduling Carl B. Kerrick 
Conference 07/28/2011 01: 15 PM) 
TERESA Notice Of Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
ATTR TERESA Subject: Heilman, Dennis Raymond Attorney Carl B. Kerrick 
Retained Danny Radakovich PD 2011 
7/28/2011 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status/Scheduling Conference Carl B. Kerrick 
scheduled on 07/28/2011 01: 15 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference Carl B. Kerrick 
08/18/2011 01: 15 PM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry Carl B. Kerrick 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 7/28/2011 
Time: 1 :30 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
Mia Vowels 
8/18/2011 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled Carl B. Kerrick 
on 08/18/2011 01:15 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference Carl B. Kerrick 
09/01/2011 01:15 PM) 
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Date: 8/27/2013 
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Page 2 of 8 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0001323 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User 
8/18/2011 MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 8/18/2011 
Time: 1 :40 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Paige Nolta 
April Smith 
9/1/2011 CONT TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 09/01/2011 01:15 PM: Continued 
DCHH TERESA District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
09/29/2011 01: 15 PM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 9/1/2011 
Time: 2:07 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
9/29/2011 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 09/29/2011 01: 15 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
10/20/2011 01:15 PM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 9/29/2011 
Time: 2:06 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
10/19/2011 CONT TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 10/20/2011 01: 15 PM: Continued 
10/20/2011 HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
11/03/2011 02:30 PM) 
STIP TERESA Stipulation to Continue Status Conference 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
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Date: 8/27/2013 
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Page 3 of 8 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0001323 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
· Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User 
10/20/2011 ORDR TERESA Order Continuing Status Conference 
11/3/2011 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 11/03/2011 02:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Linda Carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
12/01/2011 01:15 PM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 11/3/2011 
Time: 2:32 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Linda Carlton 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
12/1/2011 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 12/01/2011 01:15 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
12/15/2011 01:15 PM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 12/1/2011 
Time: 2:04 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
12/15/2011 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 12/15/2011 01:15 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
01/12/2012 01:15 PM) 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Jeff M. Brudie 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
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Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0001323 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User 
12/15/2011 MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 12/15/2011 
Time: 1:56 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 3 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
1/12/2012 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 01/12/2012 01:15 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
02/02/2012 01:15 PM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 1/12/2012 
Time: 2:06 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
2/2/2012 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 02/02/2012 01: 15 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
03/01/2012 01:15 PM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 2/2/2012 
Time: 1 :57 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
3/1/2012 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 03/01/2012 01:15 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Linda Carlton 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
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Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0001323 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User 
3/1/2012 HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
04/12/2012 11 :00 AM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 3/1/2012 
Time: 3:54 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Linda Carlton 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
Sandra Dickerson 
4/12/2012 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 04/12/201211:00AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
04/26/2012 11 :00 AM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 4/12/2012 
Time: 11 :03 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
4/26/2012 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 04/26/2012 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
05/17/201211:00AM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 4/26/2012 
Time: 11 :05 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 





Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
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Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0001323 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User 
5/17/2012 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 05/17/201211:00AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
06/07/2012 11 :00 AM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 5/17/2012 
Time: 11 :03 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
6/5/2012 MOTN TERESA Motion to Compel Requested Info and Regular 
Communication---Petitioner 
6/6/2012 PETN TERESA Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief 
MOTN TERESA Motion for Evidentiary Hearing 
6/7/2012 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 06/07/2012 11:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
07/12/2012 11 :00 AM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 6/7/2012 
Time: 11:10 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
7/2/2012 MOTN TERESA Motion for Summary Dismissal---State 
MISC TERESA Brief in Support of Motion for Summary 
Disposition---State 
7/12/2012 DCHH TERESA Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 07/12/2012 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
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Page 7 of 8 
Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0001323 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User 
7/12/2012 HRSC TERESA Hearing Scheduled (Oral Argument 08/23/2012 
11:00AM) 
MINE TERESA Minute Entry 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 7/12/2012 
Time: 11 :02 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
8/14/2012 STIP TERESA Stipulation and Motion to Enlarge Calendar and 
Vacate and Continue Motion Hearing 
8/15/2012 ORDR TERESA Order to Enlarge Calendar and to Vacate and 
Reset Motion Hearing 
CONT TERESA Continued (Oral Argument 10/04/2012 11 :00 
AM) 
9/12/2012 MISC TERESA Brief in Opposition to Motion for Summary 
Disposition---Petitioner 
9/17/2012 ORDR TERESA Order re: Appointment Public Defenders 
9/21/2012 MISC TERESA Reply to Petitioner's Brief in Opposition to State's 
Motion for Summary Disposition 
9/24/2012 BATA SHELLIE Attorney Reassignment-Batch (batch process) 
Danny Radakovich PD 2011 removed. Kwate Law 
Office PD 2013 assigned. 
9/26/2012 TERESA Notice of Appointment of New Public Defender 
10/2/2012 CONT TERESA Continued (Oral Argument 10/18/2012 11 :00 
AM) 
TERESA Amended Notice Of Hearing 
10/4/2012 NOTC TERESA Notice of Temporary Association of 
Counsel---Danny Radakovich (sole purpose of 
making argument relative to the motions for 
summary disposition) 
10/18/2012 ATTR TERESA Defendant: State of Idaho Attorney Retained 
Nance Ceccarelli 
ADVS TERESA Hearing result for Oral Argument scheduled on 
10/18/2012 11 :00 AM: Case Taken Under 
Advisement 
DCHH TERESA District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
User: DEANNA 
Judge 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Carl B. Kerrick 
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Second Judicial District Court - Nez Perce County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0001323 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
User: DEANNA 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User Judge 
10/18/2012 MINE TERESA Minute Entry Carl B. Kerrick 
Hearing type: Oral Argument 
Hearing date: 10/18/2012 
Time: 11 :55 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
Nance Ceccarelli 
11/28/2012 OPOR TERESA Opinion & Order on Motion for Summary Carl B. Kerrick 
Disposition--GRANTED 
CDIS TERESA Civil Disposition entered for: State of Idaho, Carl B. Kerrick 
Defendant; Heilman, Dennis Raymond, Subject. 
Filing date: 11/28/2012 
STAT TERESA Case Status Changed: Closed Carl B. Kerrick 
12/4/2012 MISC TERESA Final Judgment Carl B. Kerrick 
6/28/2013 STIP TERESA Stipulation to Allow Court to Reissue the Final Carl B. Kerrick 
Judgment in this Matter 
7/1/2013 MISC TERESA Reissued Final Judgment Carl B. Kerrick 
7/17/2013 NTAP DEANNA Notice Of Appeal Carl B. Kerrick 
MOTN DEANNA Motion to Withdraw and to Appoint SAPD Carl B. Kerrick 
APSC DEANNA Appealed To The Supreme Court Carl B. Kerrick 
7/19/2013 ORDR DEANNA Order Allowing Withdrawal of Attorney and Carl B. Kerrick 
Appointing SAPD 
ATTR DEANNA Subject: Heilman, Dennis Raymond Attorney Carl B. Kerrick 
Retained Sara B Thomas 
7/29/2013 SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt - Order Remanding to DC Carl B. Kerrick 
for Final Judgment 
7/30/2013 MISC TERESA Reissued Final Judgment Carl B. Kerrick 
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J:c.:t O R'l.-"l.loA 
D:c.tlt.J ~ 5 R. H-t..; \ 1MhJ 'a 3 .. , ). l 
Full Name of Party Filing This Document 
:>81 w. i-\o<5P ~TAL OR .. 
Mailing Address (Street or Post Office Box) 
o Ro j:; b> o r. 0 '6 3 5 "-I :I 
City, State and ZiJ Code 
t--.i I A 
Telephone Number 
Fl LED 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 5 ..e_ c. 0 i,..l J JUDICIAL DISTRICT 




Case No.C V 11 Q 1 3 2 ·3 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR 
PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL 
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code § 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for 
the county sheriff, the department of correction or the private correctional facility, 
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affidavit and any other documents filed 
in connection with this request. You must file proof of such service with the court when 
you file this document. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of W~*t- ~ ss. 
t><J Plaintiff [ ] Defendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of court 
fees, and swears under oath 
1. Thisisanactionfor(typeofcase) Po5T'- (o-.Jv:c.,;01-..J 
believe I'm entitled to get what I am asking for. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 





2. [><] I have not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on 
the same operative facts in any state or federal court. [ ] I have filed this claim against the 
same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court. 
3. I am unable to pay all the court costs now. I have attached to this affidavit a current 
statement of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the 
activity of the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve (12) months, 
whichever is less. 
4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the 
greater of: (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account or (b) the average monthly 
balance in my inmate account for the last six (6) months. I also understand that I must pay the 
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's 
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full. 
5. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true. I understand that a false 
statement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14) 
years. 
Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "N/A". Attach additional pages 
if more space is needed for any response. 
IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
Name: D-e tJ »J ~ S ]{. H ~; i Ml\,J Other name(s) I have used:_N--L/_,0.....__ ___ _ 
:Cl.IO 
Address: 381 W, Ho5PifAI OR.. oRoF:i-10. r:Ol'H..\O 'b:}544 
How long at that address? C, fV\ o ~ 1 h 5 Phone: __ N_'..L/__,_A__,___ _ _ 
Date and place of birth: fo- \ lD ~, 3 L: rrl-c. I<?. o d< 11\'t.. k.Ai-l 5 I\ S 
DEPENDENTS: 
I am t><I single [ ] married. If married, you must provide the following information: 
Name of spouse: __________________________ _ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 





My other dependents (including minor children) are: , ~C.=h~:~i~d~--
S\..\ePorT v\Pci-> R~l~AS:e., 
INCOME: 
Amount of my income: $ N /A per [ ] week [ ] month 
Other than my inmate account I have outside money from: & ~t-l -c. m V\ 11; K; iJ A~ J 
Ell-c~ 8-J\6h 
My spouse's income: $ l'J / A per [ ] week [ ] month. 
ASSETS: 
List all real property (land and buildings) owned or being purchased by you. 
Your 




List all other property owned by you and state its value. 
Description (provide description for each item) 
Cash 
Notes and Receivables 
Vehicles: i~Sb F".i:>r-c\. F-iSo 
Bank/Credit Union~Checkinq Accounts 
Stocks/Bonds/Investments/Certificates of Deposit 
Trust Funds 
Retirement Accounts/lRAs/401 (k)s 




MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 

























Credit Cards: (list each account number) 
1--.J I A 











1"1 I A 
Home Insurance J'-1 I A 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 























How much can you borrow? $ __ -__ O_-____ From whom? __ i~-J_/'--'--A~-----
When did you file your last income tax return? '"loo Y Amount of refund:$ ? -~----
PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided) 
Name Address 
&-c.~C.. f'Y\Vl,\l;i:~ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 









= IDOC TRUST OFFENDER BANK BALANCES 
Doc No: 83422 Name: HEILMAN, DENNtf·j~_ 
Account: CHK Status: INDIGENT 
Transaction Dates: 06/29/2010-06/29/2011 
06/29/2011 = 
ICIO/A2 PRES FACIL 
TIER-2 CELL-20 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
2.99 658.40 630.53 24.88DB 
--------------------------------TRANSACTIONS--------------------------------
Date Batch Description Ref Doc Amount Balance 
07/01/2010 SI0505252-338 099-COMM SPL 
07/06/2010 SI0505649-045 223-ILD JUNE PAY 
07/08/2010 SI0506206-418 099-COMM SPL. 
07/08/2010 SI0506206-419 099-COMM SPL 
07/22/2010 SI0507982-363 099-COMM SPL 
07/22/2010 SI0507982-364 099-COMM SPL 
08/06/2010 SI0509931-063 223-IMF PAYROL PAY JUL 
08/06/2010 HQ0509964-009 0ll~RCPT MO/CC RTCP MO 
08/12/2010 SI0510697-505 099-COMM SPL 
08/12/2010 SI0510697-506 099-COMM SPL 
08/19/2010 SI05115 07 -3 58 099-COMM ·s)?L · -
08/19/2010 SI0511507-359 099-COMMi)Sl?L -
08/26/2010 SI0512304-348 099-COMM\_:,SPL !.J 
08/26/2010 SI0512304-349 099-COMM SPL 
08/27/2010 II0512447-022 072-METER MAIL 85947 
09/02/2010 SI0513155-346 099-COMM SPL 
09/02/2010 SI0513155-347 099-COMM SPL 
09/03/2010 II0513452-001 223-AUG ADMIN ISCI ADMIN 
09/09/2010 SI0514184-489 099-COMM SPL 
09/09/2010 SI0514184-490 099-COMM SPL 
09/16/2010 SI0514973-405 099-COMM SPL 
09/16/2010 SI0514973-406 099-COMM SPL 
09/23/2010 SI0515734-353 099-COMM SPL 
09/23/2010 SI0515734-354 099-COMM SPL 
09/27/2010 HQ0515999-014 011-RCPT MO/CC RTCP MO 
09/30/2010 SI0516523-339 099-COMM SPL 
09/30/2010 SI0516523-340 099-COMM SPL 
10/06/2010 SI0517163-037 223-IMF PAYROL ILD SEPT PAY 
10/14/2010 SI0518513-420 099-COMM SPL 
10/14/2010 SI0518513-421 099-COMM SPL 
10/18/2010 II0518796-002 223-SEPT ISCI ADMI ADMIN 
10./19/2010 HQ0518904-003 011-RCPT MO/CC RTCP MO 
10/21/2010 SI0519230-377 099-COMM-SEL 
1012112 010 sI051923 o-3 7 8 o 9 9-coMtt,sir; ,:.-·:··,,·. 
10; 2612 010 sro5197 5 6 - 008 100-cR iN1-.r~~M~r .· 
10/28/2010 SI0519958-365 099-COMM SPL 
11/02/2010 II0520506-013 100-CR INM CMM 
11/04/2010 SI0520740-014 071-MED CO-PAY 34574 


















































































= IDOC TRUST OFFENDER BANK BALANCES ---------- 06/29/2011 = 
' , 
Doc No: 83422 Name: HEILMAN, DENNIS R ICIO/A2 PRES FACIL 
Account: CHK Status: INDIGENT TIER-2 CELL-20 
Transaction Dates: 06/29/2010-06/29/2011 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges,, .. , Payments Balance 
2.99 658>tP ::zrr-: ... 630.53 24.88DB 
============================== .. ;:'ri;,~~~~CTIONS ================================ 
Date Batch Descr1pt:i:on: · ·- Ref Doc Amount Balance 
---------- ------------- ------------------ ---------- ---------- -----------
11/08/2010 II0521235-770 099-COMM SPL 4.19DB 99.08 
11/08/2010 II0521400-026 100-CR INM CMM 4.19 103.27 
11/15/2010 II0522080-880 099-COMM SPL 6.80DB 96. 4_7 
11/15/2010 II0522080-881 099-COMM SPL 4.81DB 91.66 
11/19/2010 SI0522750-008 071-MED CO-PAY 388245 8.00DB 83.66 
11/29/2010 II0523461-735 099-COMM SPL 0.62DB 83.04 
11/30/2010 II0523685-011 071-MED CO-PAY 406601 5.00DB 78.04 
12/06/2010 HQ0524306-008 011-RCPT MO/CC RTCP MO 20.00 98.04 
12/14/2010 IO0525792-319 099-COMM SPL 23.18DB 74.86 
12/14/2010 100525792-320 099-COMM SPL 27.91DB 46.95 
12/14/2010 HQ0~25875-044 011-RCPT MO/CC 25.00 71.95 
12/20/2010 IO0526710-291 099-COMM SPL 7.58DB 64.37 
12/20/2010 HQ0526731-022 011-RCPT MO/cc 50.00 114.37 
12/27/2010 IO0527418-316 099-COMM SPL 66.59DB 47.78 
12/27/2010 IO0527418-317 099-COMM SPL 14.64DB 33.14 
12/28/2010 IO0527655-002 071-MED CO-PAY 407259 8.00DB 25.14 
01/03/2011 IO0528195-278 099-COMM SPL 12.67DB 12.47 
01/07/2011 HQ0529003-019 011-RCPT.MO/CC 50.00 62.47 
01/10/2011 IO0529255-350 099-CO~~ ~r~. . 31.96DB 30.51 
01/17/2011 IO0529954-265 0 9 9 - CQ1'11MitSPL,~. "' .. ,_.,_., ... · · · 10.39DB 20.12 
' ;".t),i.\:~:..'f1;) •. _. 'i,.\ ·.' 
01/24/2011 IO0530732-257 0 9 9-COMM~r$PL :;: 6.80DB 13.32 
01/24/2011 IO0530732-258 099-COMM SPL 12.83DB 0.49 
01/27/2011 IO0531157-010 071-MED CO-PAY 430805 5.00DB 4.51DB 
02/08/2011 HQOS32767-035 011-RCPT MO/CC 25.00 20.49 
02/14/2011 100533322-293 099-COMM SPL 12.40DB 8.09 
02/14/2011 IO0533322-294 099-COMM SPL 3.40DB 4.69 
02/16/2011 HQ0533590-00,7 011-RCPT MO/CC 15.00 19.69 
02/18/2011 IO0533871-021 071-MED CO-PAY 430804 5.00DB 14.69 
02/21/2011 IO0533933-263 099-COMM SPL 5.99DB 8.70 
02/21/2011 IO0533933-264 099-COMM SPL 8.17DB 0.53 
03/03/2011 HQ0535265-013 011-RCPT MO/CC 50.00 50.53 
03/07/2011 IO0535586-250 099-COMM SPL 30.20DB 20.33 
03/07/2011 IO0535586r-251 099-COMM SPL· 6.80DB 13.53 
03/15/2011 IO0536612-290 099-COMM SP1.', 6.80DB 6.73 
03/15/2011 IO0536612-291 099-COMM SPL 6.04DB 0.69 
03/16/2011 HQ0536799-004 011-RCPT MO/CC 20.00 20.69 
04/05/2011 HQ0539214-008 061-CK INMATE 42777 16.00DB 4.69 
05/02/2011 IO0542158-22,0 099-COMM SPL 4.66DB 0.03 
05/06/2011 IO0543137-005 071-MED CO-PAY 430934 3.00DB 2.97DB 
"\~ii :·~i~tt~). (~'t'i; ' .. · 
~ I f . . . ~ ' 
:. i,· • 
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= IDOC TRUST=========== OFFENDER BANK BALANCES 06/29/2011 = 
Doc No: 83422 Name: HEILMAN, DENNIS R 
Account: CHK Status: INDIGENT 
ICIO/A2 PRES FACIL 
TIER-2 CELL-20 
Transaction Dates: 06/29/2010-06/29/2011 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
2.99 658.40 630.53 24.88DB 
. . 
================================TRANSACTIONS================================ 
Date Batch Description' Ref Doc Amount Balance 
05/09/2011 HQ0543358-015 011-RCPT MO/CC 
05/16/2011 IO0544143-276 099-COMM SPL 
05/16/2011 IO0544143-277 099-COMM SPL 
05/23/2011 IO0544834-212 099-COMM SPL 
06/02/2011 IO0545998-005 071-MED CO-PAY 
06/21/2011 IO0548308-001 072-ME'F,ER .. t,IIA.IL 




.-·Er; r~~r;_:t).r-~ · 




















r c. I o Ad-_, J..J.o A 
InrnateNameD-t.~N;S R. 1-1-e.;lmt\N 
IDOC No. --"i,,_3'"-..\-'--'l.'-'-1..---'-----
Address"36 \ w, Ho~p~ TAI OR. 
ORoF!r-)o 1 :CO ::6~5'il.f 
Petitioner 
FILED 
1.0ll JVH 30 fl>') 9 51 
~~~~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 5 -e. ( o N d JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF N t- 1.. f -e. lZ C:.. e. 
o~Nl--l: S ().. H~; I Mt'\rJ ) 
cruGNJ.1 ·1 ) 01323 
Petitioner, ) 
) PETITION AND AFFIDAVIT 
vs. ) FOR POST CONVICTION 
) RELIEF 




The Petitioner alleges: 
2. Name and location of the Court which imposed judgement/sentence: S -c. C..o ~ J 
3. The case number and the offense or offenses for which sentence was imposed: 
(a) Case Number: (_ R - loo 5 - 0 0 1111 b 
18-blol 1~-"105 \S~l.'loi 1-2>- lo:,4 
(b) Offense Convicted: P.A-P<.. P.ss, AS5A'1\I•, FAl$-c. Ir11pr;so,.>fl'l<-i.>f,""r->lAu.Jf"'I Erlr~--t 
4. The date upon which sentence was imposed and the terms of sentence: 
a. Date of Sentence: 5 ~(.) T" 1:..f"\ b c. R. J. 'a 'l. o o b 
b. Terms of Sentence: G, to ")_ o '{ -c._ A R. S 





·~ - " - -
5. Check whether a finding of guilty was made after a plea: 
IX! Of guilty [ ] Of not guilty 
6. Did you appeal from the judgment of conviction or the imposition of sentence? 
IXJYes []No 
33fo2>o 3b55i./ 
If so, what was the Docket Number of the Appeal? J P,,J, 1. b '1.o c 7 - Q c. '-• IO 'J. c Io 
7. State concisely all the grounds on which you base your application for post 
conviction relief: (Use additional sheets if necessary.) 
(a)Proje,C<i\T-e.1~ l"\:.i(o,.;,Li.c:r: ~A,.lci.P,A o:(.l(U~c::--:i's n.~d-e.~;rl:1oi,:, Or ~Mle... r.,; .:_lo5iN';) 
TP--iA\ TR.A1-1SLr-iPr.s , 
Ar <AM~iJT, P& 'ltil U-l f\,-jJ fl~ lo."l.9 L :,-5/ MR. t.v.c.td,'h Ir-1e..F~e..'-.1: J't../'I:.r.JUjrn(',Tr:.N· 
W1T\I\ The.Sc. P.d.,._lf5~M~.lt,-\.c!A;h'I l:.,H .. ffc.T;.Je./:r..ic.onflc..1-e..i'f fc, ~ 0 1 Hr\'\l;,.i:) i..ftb Tc.<:.1-,, 
op., THC. e..'f.P·c.J'T w;ri,..1-c...:SS Avf\;JA8e.. 
8. Prior to this petition, have you filed with respect to this conviction: 
a. Petitions in State or Federal Court for habeas corpus? __ 'y~.e_~5=-· ___ _ 
b. Any other petitions, motions, or applications in any other court? "f "C..5 
c. If you answered yes to a orb above, state the name and court in which each 
petition, motion or application was filed: 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 2 
Revised: I O/ l 3/05 
20
. ' .. 
9. If your application is based upon the failure of counsel to adequately represent you, 
state concisely and in detail what counsel failed to do in representing your interests: 
(b) f{\{~ .• (i.11,d6; b'l r.~ -c..'F-F '(:_<..T: .Jc../ Y-,J t..o f"\.P G-T ~~ T fc.r l'-)OI 1:,-Jci: ,.; : d \..\.~II'( Poi I,' \l:, 
Ti:tiA I TtA-iJS c..r,' f>T5 
°J~~oR.5, P&. lo35 L 11-13 Ai-3.l Pb fo'-il. L).).-).'-1 
rnor; Ot,.) i:-.. r N (.,...) TR; A I. A-5 w c.11 A.5 S A p D 1-l cT A:t'PG-i\\ ,\~3 
(ONTi1--J'-\e_J oµ PAbe. 3A At-ld 3B 
10. Are you seeking leave to proceed in forma pauperis, that is, requesting the 
proceeding be at county expense? (If your answer is "yes", you must fill out a 
Motion to Proceed in Forma Pauperis and supporting affidavit.) 
1>4'Yes [ J No 
11. Are you requesting the appointment of counsel to represent you in this case? (If your 
answer is "yes", you must fill out a Motion for the Appointment of Counsel and supporting 
affidavit, as well as a Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and supporting affidavit.) 
.IXJYes [ J No 
12. State specifically the relief you seek: 
PEmION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 3 
Revised: I 0/ 13/05 
21
'' 
Pt:M;p5 F,'~t_AP-.M5 AT oT'h,e.,t'Z5, AS L,e.~5,c_~ 'l:i-JLlv\.6.e-d. F"or- AG,&rAvATe.d 
ASSA\l\lT. ~~T\..t.R., T1'Au L'C.5Se.( J:,..Jc:.11.1\d.-c..d ASSl·hAIT .. . 
(Y\R, l.vu!!~h I:i-.,"C.FFe.<.l;IJe.. L1'.lloMf>"C.-T-e_r-ll For i'JoT ob.re.c..T;i-lS 
· ('~;~L .~~i,3!,tr:pr5 
To .J\J\R :rN51/'\/\.C..1;0iJ ' 3 &'l'-11 L-IC-,-1-I 5 w·e.tl AS F'A;l1.1.~'l. 
To Il-lC.lv..!t.. 18-~lo1 :C1-ltD Jv-.tl':{ T1'.)5lfv,.(.T~otv5. J"\J\1iott5 
'tR;f;. I ratl\tl.Str;pr.S) 
i-.1d l\!o 1.1\.St- oF i:;~{...i\(M :..:i fZAPe. IS-biol PA- e. Ill 
s r,~c.:,; oiJ 
1-1-t.. Tw:·Le.. 0:e.f.:.~dP.t.l\ v.,}('....)\ do,Ji:i5TA:Rs (Jt,jly be: ·(.,fS,, NO B.e.tr w ;p, 
' 
hr:r-Jjj~N,'l To Th-e. C.ov..f\j Pr1fc1J1:ci-l ThAI M~. C.v..dd,'J,\':{ 1.JA'5 f>fe.Sc.iJ1 
0\.\r:I,,), f>5'fC.";A,.-r;L t-t1'1lv-.AT:o,-J ~rerv\ 01{, M;L\.\c.AI R(.z.N:(e.k To 
Prc.itc:..T rn'{ R.;3H1 f-!oT"To 5-e.lF-Ii-ic.r;M.;NI\Tc. M'/S-t.11~ Bu., Fe.Ir 
I.JO Ne.<-J 10 b-e.. prc.S~iJI 01/\~;,.,~ e.s.I.. 01<. PS\/LhoSt..~>.kiitl E•.iAl\/1.r\-l;OtJ., 
Co~~s~I e~~s~~T f 
_(_O_U\_µ_:,_-_e.._l_.L_S_~_~_-e.._S ____ -pg. 3 A 
Revised 10/24/05 
22
. P. d, Moll 
Thr-o"'Jb Al='Td~. ('(\f\fl( f\(.K\1:..-../ w;Thclr<-w, Sh-c.. F:iLJ No ll-c.bv.TfAI 
br;ti=' To R'(.SPol\dA,,ff5 bP.;-c.f'., fhY'd C.hoSi!. i-Jo1 10 do ofAl A15v-M-t.t.lf. 
j 
(.ourT l..C~{Y"\:r 'C.ffof 'il~ d,e.,.,-'f:i-l!'\ Th-e... de.f(...,l5~ fV\oT:orJ for A S-,.bPoe.NA 
of A Tr:AI Ju.rot~ o; 0 T\.,.~ 0i5Tf';t..T C..ov..rT -e..rr-o r b~ ci-eiJ"f ~ tJ 'J fht.. 
d-e...rc.~5-c. N\oT~oiJ F.of Ne.i.J 1/l:A? D;o T\-.'(... o;:;Tc~LT (.ou..R,1 lol"\M;T 
-e.rror b::-J L:fV\,'T1rJ~ O.\A-c..Sl:oi..JiN<j e~rTA:Nir-l".) To The.. Nf\M-e..J ·\l;t.l;f'\~ 
t..t1Plo'}M-c.t-lT bALK.~r.ou:r,)d l)µ Uo.55 e.'if\fl(l;r:JAr:oiJ? 
Loll'lo'\IAl'..l;Ti S-e..::1-1.1\A\ ASS~\/\\T Pfo.')fAM, l'\IT\-.ov..,h ji,.'(:. wt\S A 
boal<.-c.:t.P-c.r, ·sh-e.. SPoK-e.. v..l;Tb l.outJ5-e.l<...r5 oiJ A df\:i~ k,A5;5~ 
_c._e_l.1\....c....t-1_s_.e___,_\-----"r=-""-s=s-"-IJ\,.....-e.._,s"--___ -pg. 3 B 
Revised I 0/24/05 
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13. This Petition may be accompanied by affidavits in support of the petition. (Forms 
for this are available.) 
DA TED this J.. 9 day of _ ___;:J_V\--'-'-~--e.. ____ , 20_\ I_. 
~~~ 
Petitioner 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
C lea, f\h(.JRJ- ) ss 
County of t~ '--1. i2 •"' c, ~ ) 
0--c.-.l"-' ~~ /t H-c..; I M.At-.l , being sworn, deposes and says that the party is the 
Petitioner in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this PETITION FOR POST 




SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN and AFFIRMED to before me this m· day of 
~ { dli1R. , 20 Jl_. 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 4 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
24
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ·d. q day of -J v.. \..J e.. , 20_} _I _, I mailed a 
copy of this PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF for the purposes of filing with the 
court and of mailing a true and correct copy via prison mail system to the U.S. mail system to: 
___,__N;_-e._2.--'--'-?-=-e.."--r_c.._c....c.._ _ County Prosecuting Attorney 
I\ o9 F 5T~ c.-t-r 
£2~t \~ 
Petitioner 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 5 




Further your affiant sayeth not. 
~~& ~ 
Signature of Affiant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED TO before me this6fl_~ay of 
.::fL1rg.. , 20JL. 
I aho ~ / 
xpires · )f c:XJ I 
AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST CONVICTION PETITION - 2 
Revised: 10/13/05 
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AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST-CONVICTION PETITION 





De. t-J tJ 7 .5 R.. 1-\ e...: I ,'l'l A-t-l , being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
For Po.ST C.o~v;c.T;oi-J R-e_l:·c.F. UPof\ H;5 0/tT~ 0-t.C.IA~-e..S 
ThAT The. I10f'or1'V\A'f~oi.J I:r-.i The. P-e_T~T;o.-J :s TR.u.e. 
A,-..>~ C..oRR-e..c."1, To Th~ 13-e..sT oF 1--1~5 k.~cwi-ed;,1e. 
AFFIDAVIT OFF ACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST CONVICTION PETITION - 1 
Revised: 10/13/05 
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Mark Ackley, Deputy State Appellate Public Defender 
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender Office 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
Dear Mr. Ackley, 
I have a few questions at this time concerning my pending appeal. I would like a 
written response as soon as possible, please. 
1) I never waived my right to a speedy trial. I do not believe I received a 
speedy trial according to Idaho Code 19-3501. Can a motion to dismiss be 
filed? 
2) What were the motions in limine filed by both the state and defense 
attorney Richard Cuddihy? What were Judge Kerrick's rulings on all 
motions in limine? I would like a copy of all in limine motions and the Judge 
Kerrick's responses, please. 
3) Was Idaho code 18-6107 included in the jury's instructions? I would like a 
copy of all the jury's instructions, please. 
4) Prosecuting Attorney Sandra Dickerson objected to Defense Attorney 
Richard Cuddihy's question to Lewiston Police Officer Larry Stuck 
concerning my THC level of 99. Penny Heilman testified she hadn't used 
marijuana in months. Can this be used as an impeachment of the witness? 
5) Can Idaho Code 19-3002 be used in my appeal? 
6) Was Defense Attorney Richard Cuddihy ineffective in not questioning 
Penny Heilman's medical examiner? 
7) Will you be requesting a copy of the CD of Penny Heil man's interview with 
the Lewiston Police Department? Why was the CD not played in open 
court? To my knowledge it was only played during jury deliberation, where 
a malfunction occurred. Was it legal to be played during jury deliberation 
since it had not been played in court? Was it admitted as evidence? If not, 
how could it have been admitted if it was not listened to and verified in 
open court? 
8) What issues are you raising on appeal? 
28
Page2 
I realize that I am requesting quite a bit of information, however, I feel that by my 
staying informed and by working together we can do the best job on my appeal. 
Also, I authorize you to release any and all information to Ellen L. Bush my Power 
of Attorney. 
Please keep me informed on all matters concerning my appeal. My current 
address is: 
Dennis R. Heilman 
83422 ND-B42 
South Idaho Correctional Institute (SICI) 
PO Box 8509 
Boise, ID 83706 
Thank you for your help in this matter. 
Sincerely, 
$) -fA'\;\,;,j fl. \d_;,J);m-,y(__ 
Dennis R. Heilman 3-·i-lC 
~\\ 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 0.::: day of March, 201 0 
~""='--=--~~~ 
Notary Public o Idaho . 
Commission Expires: '?,,9 ~D, =-\5 
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·:J ' 
STATE OF IDAHO 
OFFICE OF THE STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Dennis R. Heilman 
Inmate# 83422 
SIC! 
--P.0; Bex 8509 
Boise, ID 83707 
RE: Docket No. 36554 
Dear Mr. Heilman: 
July 6, 2010 
Following our telephone conversation, I looked through the file and found 
your letter dated March 11, 2010. It is my, und~r~tanding that Mr. Ackley did not 
respond and you would like me to. Here is my _opfnion: 
1: · Speedy trial: in order to raise speedy trial on appeal, it must first be 
addressed in the distrii;;t court. If your attorney did not raise it in.the district court, 
there is no motion to dismiss that can- be filed now; 
2: Motions in Limine: according to the Table of Contents in your record, 
two, motions in limine were filed, one on April 27, 2006 and one on June 22, 
2006, copies are attached. The court _denied the motion on April 27, 2006, 
al_lowing Dr. Reznicek to testify if- called b_y the defE:mse .. The second motion i_n 
limine, made by Mr. Cuddihy, ·was to excfude the test(mony of A.H. This was 
addressed in the transcript on pag~s 71~7~, with the _court indicati_ng that-it would 
be inclined to deny the motion .and :allow the witness to testify. However, A.H. 
was not listed to be called as a witness for the state (Tr., p.94), therefore the 
motion was moot. 
3: Jury instruction of 18-6107: 18-6107 reads as follows: No person shall 
be convicted of rape for any act or acts-with that. person's spouse, except under 
the circumstances cited in ·subs~ctions (4) and .(5) of section 18-6101, Idaho 
Code. Subsection (4) reads: where she resists but her resistance was overcome 
by force or violence. This language of 1~-6101.(4) mirrors the language of the 
jury instruction read in your case. (Tr., pp_. 956:-9-57.} 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, LD 83703 
Telephone: (208) 334-2712 FAX: (208) 334-2985 
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4: Objection to LPD Stuck re: THC level: I am unclear about the 
questions. If the section you are referring to is located on pages 823-825 of the 
transcript, I do not find that the prosecutor objected to that testimony. I am also 
unclear about how your THC level would be used to impeach Penny Heilman, but 
perhaps I am not understanding your question. 
5: Use of I.C. 19-3002: this cannot be used in your appeal, as it permits 
husband and/or wife to be a witness for or against each other if there is an 
allegation of criminal violence upon one by the other. Thus, where they alleged, 
and you were convicted of, violence on your wife, she· could testify in the case 
against you. 
6: Was Mr. Cuddihy ineffective: I cannot answer this. question. I do not 
. know why he did or did not engage in particular tactics during the course of the 
-------- trial. ----- - - ---- -·- ---- --~----- - ·--- -·---- - --- ·--------·-- --
7: CD of Penny Heilman interview: We did request and receive a copy of 
the CD. I do not know why the CD was not played in court, nor can I tell from the 
transcript whether it was played during jury deliberation. It was admitted as 
evidence (Tr., pp.927-928). Your attorney did not object and again, I do not 
know why. 
8: Issues on appeal: you have a copy of the brief and so are aware of the 
• . • ,..I I issues raiseu on appea1. 
9: My thoughts on the Respondent's Brief: On two pages, p.13 and 17, I 
disagree w/ the state's characterization of the issues but it does not merit a reply 
brief. The issues are covered in our Appellant's Brief and while I disagree with 
the state, I think it is a matter of semantics. 
If you have any other questions, please don't hesitate to call. 
$incerely; 
// MO£~ 
f ii' State Appellate Public Defender 
31
!LIO Al-ll. 0 A 
Inmate name 0-c.,-) i,.) ;_s R. H-e..: I ti\ A .,.1 
IDOC No. '63 i.l l;).. . 
Address 3~ I \l.l, Ho5~;rAI D~. 





WU J1I 30 ffl 9 31 
uWt~rv¥*'--
CEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 5 e. C: o ~ d JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF t-J e:. Z. p -e.P.. l e. 
' D-e~I--)~~ R. 1..\-e..1 l Mf\~ ) 
caC~.11 01323 ) 
Petitioner, ) 
) MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN 
vs. ) SUPPORT FOR 
) APPOINTMENT OF 
5T/\Te... oF I ()A \-\o ) COUNSEL 
) 
Respondent. ) 
COMES NOW, D-e.NN;s R. i-\ ~: I tv\ A \J , Petitioner in the above 
entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Petitioner's Motion for Appointment of 
Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in Support of Motion for 
Appointment of Counsel. 
1. Petitioner is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of Corrections 
under the direct care, custody and control of Warden ___ (__A_R_L-=I"-'-N ______ _ 
2. The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Petitioner 
to properly pursue. Petitioner lacks the knowledge and skill needed to represent him/herself. 
3. Petitioner/Respondent required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she 
was unable to do it him/herself. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 1 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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4. Other: ------------------------
DATED this). °l day of __ J_4~t,..j~-C... _____ , 20_t I_. 
2)~R ~ 
Petitioner 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
C~twr.i.Pt1 ) ss 
County of t,.j 1; O?:?::tJ!e ) 
D e..\.) l,.) ~ S R. He...'. I MA-~ , after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
and says as follows: 
1. I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; 
2. I am currently residing at the IO f\ l-\ o to ~Rf..l. ,: ~ r-l !\ I Ii-} Sr"' tv\ T,'cN , ol!..o f; rJ 0 
under the care, custody and control of Warden C. AR L : N ------~----~ 
3. I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
4. I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
property; 
5. I am unable to provide any other form of security; 
6. I am untrained in the law; 
7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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WHEREFORE, Petitioner respectfully prays that this Honorable Court issue 
it's Order granting Petitioner's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to represent his/her interest, 
or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the Petitioner is entitled to. 
DATED This ·;)_ 9 day of __ J=--\.A,_,,_u_e_=------' 20_\ '-· 
Petitioner 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me thi~~ay 
ofSW)Q_ , 20_/(_. 
I 
(SEAL) aho 
es: ~t.J, .J-6. ;J.() I I 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the J.. '\ day of _J_u_,--l_e.. ___ , 20_\ _I , r 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
N ~ 2. e ~ ~ ( c.. County Prosecuting Attorney 
~~ ~ ~ 
Petitioner 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 
Revised: I 0/13105 
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:rc.r:o Ai-~:J.oA 
Inmate name 0-(.-.>eJ ~ 5 B,. i-1 -c.: IM A tl 
IDOC No. '6 3 4J.1 
Address"3~1 w. Ho.sP;TAI og. 
012.oF;~o, ro 'S35Y'-I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 5 e.Cc 0 d 
Fl LED 
uu JL 5 PtP\ 11 25 
;:-G{VC~}tt~· u l DEPUTY 
JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF N e. Z p e.\<- c_ c'... 
O-e.j.)~15 f<.. ~e..~\MA~, ) 
CaseNo.CVU- {323 ) 
Petitioner, ) 
) ORDER GRANTING 
vs. ) MOTION FOR 
) APPOINTMENT 
51f\Te... 0~ I.OA\-\o ) OF COUNSEL 
) 
Respondent. ) 
IT IS HEARBY ORDERED that the Petitioner's Motion for Appointment of 
Counsel is granted and U:ti'll'l'j ~-LJA (attorney's name), a duly 
licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, is hereby appointed to represent said defendant in 
all proceedings involving the post conviction petition. 
DATED this5°'~ay of Jl,1 , 20J4_. 
. Di~~ 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO APPOINT COUNSEL 
Revised I 0/ 13/05 
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SECOND l"''mICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE {f""'iP>AHO 
IN_ JD FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERl_ ..:t:, 
1230 MAIN ST. 
LEWISTON, IDAHO 83501 
Fi LED 
Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff ) 
lDl1 GAUL 7 61) 7 'l-1 ~ Case No: CV-2011-0001323 vs 
PATTY · T: · _ ) NOTICE OF HEARING ttt,1F HEO't'~ ~ State Ofldaho, Defendant 
DEPUTY 




Thursday, July 28, 2011 
Carl B. Kerrick 
District Courtroom # 1 
01:15 PM 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of this Notice of Hearing entered by the Court and on file in this 
office. I further certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on 
. July 7th, 2011. 
Copy to: State ofldaho(Defendant), , MASTER-POST CONVICTION RELIEF, , , ; 
Copy to: Dennis Raymond Heilman(Subject), 381 W Hospital Dr,, Orofino, ID, 83544; -W\~..t.J_ 
Copy to: Danny Radakovich PD 2011 1624 G St., Lewiston, ID, 83501 (Subject Attorney) 
Mailed ~and Delivered 
Dated: 










Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 7/28/2011 
Time: 1:30 pm 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
Mia Vowels 
Petitioner not present (Incarcerated Department of Corrections) 
Ms. Vowels addresses the Court. 
Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court and requests 3 week continuance. 








Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 8/18/2011 
Time: 1:40 pm 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Paige Nolta 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (Incarcerated Department of Corrections) 
Court addresses Ms. Nolta. 
Ms. Nolta addresses the Court and Mr. Radakovich spoke with Mr. Johnson 














Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 9/1/2011 
Time: 2:07 pm 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections). 
Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court re: continuance. 












Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 9/29/2011 
Time: 2:06 pm 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections). 
Court addresses Mr. Radakovich. 
Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court re: continuance. 
Court sets another status conference for 10-20-11 at 1:15 p.m. 
Court recess. 
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">=4 LAW OFFICES OF_, t=<:: FI I ~-- ~. ,_ L 
A Felony Public Defende~1 ocr 20 nn F1 ~ 1 
:l>a""'I J. If aJal.ovi.h 
.A&rnav at .,f aw 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
Attn: Teresa 
1230 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
1624 (l Str •• t 
ofewi&lon, _J'J) 8350I 
(20a) 7 46-8 t 62 
:J.AX (20a) 746-4672 
October 20, 2011 
RE: HEILMAN V. STATE OF IDAHO 
CASE NO. CVll-1323 
Dear Teresa: , 
PATTY 0. 1;· 
CLERK OF Tl'::- :·;_,· .. ,1 L ;,j I ,.J : 
CE ~· 1_: ~ • • 
Accompanying this letter please find the original and my blue file copy of a Stipulation to Continue 
Status Conference in the above-named matter. Please file the original and then conform the blue 
copy and return it to my office. 
Also enclosed you will find the original, one (1) white copy, and my blue file copy of an Order 
Continuing Status Conference. Once the judge signs the Order, please conform the copies and then 
deliver the white copy to the prosecutor and my blue file copy to me. 






cc: Dennis Heilman (w/encls) 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney (h/d/w/encls) 
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18/W/2011 07:50 
""""'"'""''-"'-~VY V+~;.__-e,,¼""'22 ~- ·~::2,· U · "''""'"""""'"-''~"~:,;;;:,:;;;;,::,;;;:;_;:;c;_:s:; 
2087993080 
12esltWf::512 10/1'3/2t:!11 Hi:45 
. DANNY J. RADAKOVlCH 
A Felony Public Defmdei: 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
16:24 G Street 
Lewiston. ID 83501 
(208) '746-8162. 
kiaho State Bar #1991. 
MEZPERC:E F'ROCECUTORS 





ATID :/ I O'CLOC~ 
DOT 20 2D1l 
~~_vi--
IN TRI l>ISTIUCl COURT OF Till SECOND JlJDIClAL DISTRJCT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PER.CE 
"· 










CAS:E NO. CV 2011-1323 




het."ein. and hereby $t!pulttti: that the sob.eduling conference set in said .matter fbr l: 15 p.m.. on 
October 20, 2011, be continued to 2:30 p.m. on November 3, 201 L 
DATED this 21)__ day of October, 2011. 
STlPULATION TO CONTINUE 
STAT"i.JS CONFEMNCE l 
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,;:1 , 
DANNY J. RADAKOVICH 
A Felony Public Defender 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
1624 G Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 746-8162 
Idaho State Bar #1991 
F\LED 
'll)ll OOT 20 Pl'\ 1 t 01 
cr,rffJ/?r~ ~ u t/V ..,DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS RAYMOND HEILMAN, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 














THE PARTIES to the above-entitled matter having stipulated to continue the status 
conference in this matter, the court having considered said stipulation, and good cause appearing 
therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the status conference in this matter be continued to 2:30 
p.m. on the 3rd day of November, 2011. 
DATED this .201:!ay of October, 2011. 
ORDER CONTINUING 
STATUS CONFERENCE 1 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Judge 
44
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
t? ... ~ . 
IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED that on the _t:A:J __ day of October, 2011, the undersigned 
(Deputy) clerk of the above-entitled court hand-delivered true and correct copies of the Order to 
which this certificate is attached to: 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor 
P.O. Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
DATED this ~yofOctober, 2011. 
ORDER CONTINUlNG 
STATUS CONFERENCE 2 
Danny J. Radakovich 
1624 G Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 












Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 11/3/2011 
Time: 2:32 pm 
Judge: Jeff M. Brudie 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Linda Carlton 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections). 
Court addresses counsel. 
Mr. Radakovich requests 2-3 week continuance. 





Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 12/1/2011 
Time: 2:04 pm 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
20414 Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections) Mr. 





Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court and requests 2 week continuance. 










Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 12/15/2011 
Time: 1:56 pm 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 3 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 3 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections) 
Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court and requests another continuance. 











Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 1/12/2012 
Time: 2:06 pm 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Correction). 
Mr. Radakovich requests continuance. 
Court sets another status conference for 2-2-12 at 1:15 p.m. 
Court recess. 
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Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 




Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections). 
Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court re: continuance. 
15807 Court addresses counsel re: letter from Petitioner. Copies to counsel went 
out 1-23-12. Mr. Radakovich indicates he has not seen the letter. Court will provide Mr. 












Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Ofldaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 3/1/2012 
Time: 3:54 pm 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Linda Carlton 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
Sandra Dickerson 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections). 
35444 Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court and he has composed a letter to Mr. 
Heilman and intends on filing an Amended Petition once he gets a response from Mr. 
Heilman. Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court re: Petitioner being present at hearing. 
Court indicates if it is just oral argument arrangements can be made to place a call to the 
prison so Petitioner can listen in at the hearing and if it is set for evidentiary hearing then 
Petitioner will transported here for the hearing. 
35704 Court sets status conference for 4-12-12 at 11 a.m. and the Court is 
anticipating that Mr. Radakovich will have filed his Amended Petition. 







Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 4/12/2012 
Time: 11:03 am 
Judge:CarlB.Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 . 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections). 
Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court and sent Petitioner a letter 4-5-12 and 










Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 4/26/2012 
Time: 11:05 am 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections). 
110527 Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court re: continuance. Mr. Radakovich intends 




Court sets another status conference for 5-17-12 at 11 a.m. 
Court recess. 
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Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 5/17/2012 
Time: 11:03 am 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections). 







Court addresses counsel. 
Mr. Radakovich requests this matter be set for 6-7-12. 







Oc.of\~'5 R. 1-\e.,\r'V\cut\ <j3'-lll 
Full Name/Prisoner Name 
Complete Mailing Address 
Plaintif efendant 
(circ e one) 
Plaintiff/Petitioner, 
D· . , -t-1.st.r: ,c. 
(Full name and prisoner number. 
vs. 
Defendant/Respondent( s ), 















ZOR JUN 5 Al'l 1 9J 




CASE NO. C \} I \- 13 .J, 3 
Mo+~ ol'\ ±c Co·r-1\ Pe. I 
Re.q u. ~-=.h·e.J i :{\~C< CJ\ 1\ d 
~e';l'--' \cv Cc("'\(Y\Vq'\: (.crHo!;'\ 
COMES NOW, D-u,n~.5 R,. i-\e.'. IMGl\,goefendant (circle one) in the above 
entitled 
MR. l<.C\dC\ Ko \j; <.. h to Pr::.sJ: J e_ Pre.--.l: o·J.51 ~ r e.q u.e::ite. d. 
ii'\forf\l\C\:t~of\ 0(5 We.\\ o..S C.oM{"\\J\A:c.ci.te... S+<>\tv..5 0(\ 
e.-ve..r'( Stc;..,-0,.j C.on-0-e.,-eAC.€.. / h-e...o...r-;·1'\':) on Pe..f'\J;,'\~ 
~M~o~+~~o'-'-~'--~+_o_c_·-=-O_,__l'Yl'--'e_e__,_l __ -1 
____________ -pg. __ 
Revised I 0/24/05 
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I LooK 
Respectfully submitted this_ll_day of __ t!\L-.:,._°'-~~----20 I J. 
I 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
f HEREBY CERTIFY that on the __}j__day of __ l"'\__c_o..._i+-----'20 __ , f 
mailed a true and correct copy of the Mo-t~or-- ·to Co i'V\ Pe.\ 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 






'J>,.,,"'I J. Radahouich 
..Al:fc,My al ofaw 
:>:-:j JAW OFFICES OF t=< 
A Felony Public Def ender 
1624 (] Street 
cfewi6fun., J'J) 8350 f 
(208) 746-8162 
~LAX (208) 746-4672 
June 6, 2012 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
Attn: Teresa 
1230 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Dear Teresa: 
RE: HEILMAN V. STATE OF IDAHO 
CASE NO. CVll-1323 
Accompanying this letter please find the original and my blue file copy of an Amended Petition for 
Post Conviction Relief and aMotionfor Evidentiary Hearing in the above-named matter. Please file 
the originals and then conform the blue copies and return them to my office. 
Thank you. If you have any questions, please feel free to call. 
SAK.:me 
Enclosure 
cc: Dennis Heilman (w/encls) 
Sincerely, 
~-t(~ 
Sheryl A. Kiely 
Paralegal 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney (w/encls) 
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DANNY J. RADAKOVICH 
A Felony Public Defender 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
1624 G Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 7 46-8162 
Idaho State Bar #1991 
FIL 
11X2 JJN 6 f'f'} ~ 23 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS RAYMOND HEILMAN, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 











CASE NO. CV 2011-1323 
AMENDED PETITION 
FOR POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 
COMES NOW the plaintiff in the above-entitled matter, by and through his attorney of 
record herein, and hereby files an amended petition for post-conviction relief as follows: 
1. In his initial petition and affidavit for post-conviction relief, the plaintiff advanced many, 
many positions. Counsel and the defendant do not see eye to eye on each of those, which is not to 
say that the plaintiff is wrong but, rather, counsel cannot advocate for positions for which he cannot 
discern a sound basis in law and/or fact. With respect to any of the plaintiffs positions with which 
the undersigned does not particularly agree, we will simply leave them included for the plaintiff to 
argue, if he is present at the hearing on the motion, and then for the court to decide; 
2. Counsel believes that a proper resolution of this matter will require the taking of some 
evidence from former counsel, one or more of the prosecutors, and perhaps the plaintiff. For that 
reason, the undersigned has filed a separate motion for an evidentiary hearing and transport of the 
plaintiff; 
AMENDED PETITION FOR 
POST-CONVICTION RELIEF 1 
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3. As a nomenclature issue, we will refer to Dennis Heilman as the plaintiff herein because 
he is the plaintiff in this case, with everyone understanding the any reference to ''the plaintiff' also 
refers to Dennis Heilman as the defendant in the criminal case; 
3. With all of the foregoing, therefore, this is the plaintiffs amended petition for post-
conviction relief: 
a. the plaintiff is detained in the Idaho Correctional Institution - Orofino; 
b. the court which imposed the sentence with respect to which this petition 
is filed is the District Court of the Second Judicial District of the State ofldaho, in 
and for the County of Nez Perce, Honorable Carl b. Kerrick; 
c. The case number in which the sentence was imposed is CR 2005 - 11176 
and the offenses for which sentence was imposed are Rape, Idaho Code § 18-6104 ( 4) 
and 18-6104, Aggravated Assault, Idaho Code §18-90l(b) and 18-905 (a), False 
imprisonment, Idaho Code §18-2901, and unlawful entry, Idaho Code §18-7034; 
d. The date upon which sentence was imposed was September 28, 2006, and 
the sentence was 6 to 20 years; 
e. A finding of guilty was made after a jury trial; 
f. The plaintiff appealed from the judgement of conviction and imposition of 
sentence; 
g. All grounds upon which the application is based are as follows: 
1. Prosecutorial misconduct at trial in the form of the 
prosecutor misstating of the elements· of the crime of rape. This is 
clearly reflected in the trial transcript. Defense counsel failed at trial 
to object to the misstating of the elements. Had this been done, a 
different result in the rape case could have resulted had the correct 
elements been recited; 
2. Witness perjury involving testimony about marijuana use, 
versus a urinalysis showing the results were inconsistent. Defense 
counsel at trial failed to have an expert witness available to deal with 
this issue. This was inadequate representation; 
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3. Defense counsel at trial failed to adequately question Penny 
Heilman about inconsistencies between her testimony at trial and her 
statements made to the police in an interview, which was recoded and 
could have been played for the jury. This was inadequate 
representation; 
4. Defense counsel at trial was ineffective or not competent 
by not requesting instructions on exhibition or use of a deadly weapon 
and aiming a firearm at others as lesser included offenses and for 
failing to request an instruction based on Idaho Code § 18-6107; 
5. Defense counsel was ineffective or not competent by 
failing to objectto Court's Instruction No. 13, as given, and the court 
erred in giving said instruction; 
6. Defense counsel at trial was ineffective or not competent 
for failing to point out the jury that the picture of a gun holster sitting 
in the basement was inconsistent with other testimony, including the 
fact that Penny Heilman stated that the pistol was pointed at her, not 
in a holster and that the plaintiff ( defendant at trial) was clad only in 
briefs, no belt, and could not have used a holster; 
7. Mr. Van Idour was ineffective or not competent in the first 
post-conviction relief proceeding by failing to argue that trial counsel, 
Mr. Cuddihy, did not inform his client that he was not obligated to 
incriminate himselfby cooperating with the psycho-sexual evaluation 
and also for not being present at that evaluation or any stage of the 
p.s.1.; 
8. Once the first post-conviction petition was granted and the 
judgement of conviction re-entered so a timely appeal could be made 
from the conviction, counsel who filed the notice of appeal which 
was ultimately heard by the appellate court failed to include many of 
the issues raised in the earlier notice of appeal which was untimely 
filed. This deprived the plaintiff of the ability to raise many issues he 
wanted raised; 
9. The office of the State Appellate Public Defender was 
ineffective or not competent because: (a) it failed to raise issues on. 
appeal which were outlined in the first, untimely notice of appeal but 
not in the later, timely-filed notice of appeal; (b) it failed to raise the 
question of the admission of testimony submitted at trial relative to 
the parties' divorce; (c) it failed to follow through with a reply brief 
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on appeal; ( d) it failed to argue, on appeal, even some of the issues 
raised in the timely filed notice of appeal. In short, without the 
plaintiffs permission, the State Appellate Public Defender dropped 
part of the issues the plaintiff wanted raised on appeal; 
10. The plaintiff did not receive a speedy trial, under the 
relevant statutes and rules and, since he did not waive a speedy trial, 
the charges should have been dismissed; 
11. Mr. Cuddihy was ineffective or not competent in that he 
failed to poll the jury; 
12. Prior counsel failed to appeal the denial of a motion for 
new trial, which is an important issue to the plaintiff; 
h. Plaintiff did proceed inf orma pauperis and this matter is being handled by 
appointed counsel; 
i. Relief requested by the plaintiff is, in the alternative: (1) vacating of the 
conviction and dismissal of all charges; (2) failing that, a new trial on all charges on 
which the plaintiff was convicted. 
DATED this 0ay of June, 2012. 
I hereby stipulate that a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing was 
hand-delivered to 
NPC Prosecuting Attorney 
P .0. Box 1267 
1;w~n, ID 83501 
on this /L_ day of June 20 2. 
AMENDED ETITTON FOR 




DANNY J. RADAKOVICH 
A Felony Public Defender 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
1624 G Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
(208) 746-8162 
Idaho State Bar #1991 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS RAYMOND HEILMAN, ) CASE NO. CV 2011-1323 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION FOR EVIDENTIARY HEARING 
V. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW the plaintiff in the above-entitled matter, by and through his attorney of 
record herein, and hereby moves the court to set a hearing for the taking of evidence in this matter, 
testimonial and in documentary form. The proper resolution of certain of the defendant's 
contentions in his petition and amended petition require evidence in order to be properly heard. 
DATED this&, .Aday of June, 2012. 






I hereby stipulate that a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing was 
hand-delivered to 
NPC Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 1267 










Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 6/7/2012 
Time: 11:10 am 
Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present. (incarcerated Department of Corrections) 
Mr. Radakovich filed Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief yesterday. 
111116 State has until 7-9-12 to respond and Court will set status conference for 7-
12-12 at 11 a.m. 





DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
Nance Ceccarelli 
Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone (208) 799-3073 
Idaho Bar No. 7787 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DENNIS R. HEILMAN, 
Defendant. 
CASE NO. CV2011-0001323 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
DISPOSITION 
COMES NOW, Respondent, State of Idaho, by and through its attorney of record, 
NANCE CECCARELLI, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Nez Perce County, Idaho, and moves 
this Court for Summary Disposition and Dismissal of Petitioner's Application for Post-
Conviction Relief as it presents no genuine issue of material fact and the Respondent is entitled 
to judgment as a matter of law pursuant to Idaho Code 19-4906( c ). 
DATEDthis -= 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSffiON -1-
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l, ~. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that a full, true, complete and correct copy of the 
foregoing MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION was 
(1) ~d delivered, or 
(2) __ hand delivered via court basket, or 
(3) __ sent via facsimile, or 
( 4) __ mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the United 
States Mail. 
.ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
Danny J. Radakovich 
1624 G Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
DATED this .r day o~ 12. 






Nez Perce County, Idaho 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone (208) 799-3073 
ISBN 7787 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 




STATE OF IDAHO 
Respondent 
CASE NO. CV2011-0001323 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY DISPOSITION 
FACTS 
Petitioner was convicted of rape, aggravated assault, false imprisonment, and unlawful 
entry on June 30, 2006. He received 4 concurrent sentences: 20 years with six years determinate 
for rape, 20 years with six years determinate for aggravate assault, one year for false 
imprisonment, and six months for unlawful entry. Petitioner appealed the rape and aggravated 
assault charges and sentences to the Idaho Supreme Court, which affirmed his sentence and 
convictions on December 10, 2010. Petitioner filed his first Petition for Post Conviction Relief 
for ineffective assistance of counsel on July 15, 2009. The District Court and the Court of 
Appeals denied his petition. On June 30, 2011, Petitioner filed a second Petition for Post 
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Conviction Relief, followed by an Amended Petition for Post Conviction Relief. Tbis motion and 
brief are in response to that amended petition. 
APPLICABLE STANDARDS 
Post-conviction proceedings are special proceedings that allow a person to seek relief 
from a criminal conviction. Post-conviction proceedings are civil in nature and separate from the 
criminal action that led to the conviction. Peltier v. State, 119 Idaho 454,456 (1991). 
Proceedings are initiated by filing a petition in the district court where the conviction occurred. 
I. C. § 19-4902. A petition must demonstrate (1) he has been convicted or sentenced for a crime, 
and (2) the conviction or sentence was a violation of his rights because: 
it violated the United States Constitution or state constitution, 
the court did not have jurisdiction, 
the sentence exceeded the limits of the law, 
there is material evidence that requires the conviction or sentence to be vacated, 
his probation was unlawfully revoked or his sentence expired, 
he was proven innocent, or 
the conviction is subject to collateral attack based on error. 
LC. § 19-490l(a). 
For the petition to prevail it must be brought within one year after the time for appeal has 
expired or one year after a decision on an appeal was given. LC. § 19-4902. The Petitioner bears 
the burden of proving, by a preponderance of the evidence, the allegations contained in the 
petition. Russell v. State, 118 Idaho 65, 67 (1990). Petitions that are unverified and conclusory 
may be dismissed by motion for summary disposition. LC. § 29-4906. 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT 
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Petitioner does not meet the requirements to bring a claim for Post Conviction Relief 
because he has not verified his claims with affidavits or evidence, asserts claims that are not 
valid under The Uniform Post-Conviction Procedure Act, raises issues that have been previously 
decided on direct appeal, and issues that have been raised in a prior Post Conviction Petition. 
Therefore, the petition should be summarily dismissed for failure to raise a genuine issue of 
material fact. 
First, a petition for post conviction relief must be supported by affidavits, records, or 
other evidence supporting its allegations ... " LC. § 19-4903. Allegations of facts must be 
supported by "written statements from competent witnesses or other verifiable information." 
McKinney v. State, 133 Idaho 695, 700 (1999). Conclusory.or unverified allegations are 
"insufficient to entitle petitioner to an evidentiary hearing. King v. State, 114 Idaho 442, 446 
(Ct.App. 1988). In this instance, Petitioner fails to include any verification or supporting 
evidence that the actions were deficient. Therefore, his petition should be summarily dismissed. 
Second, a petition for post-conviction relief must assert relief from a conviction or 
sentencing itself, not subsequent appeals or post conviction proceedings. LC. § 19-4901(a). 
Petitioner asserts that his counsel from a previous post-conviction relief claim was ineffective. 
This claim, however, is not from the original conviction or sentencing and as a result is not a 
valid claim for relief under the Uniform Post-Conviction Procedure Act. 
Third, Petitioner is precluded from raising issues in a post-conviction petition that could 
have been raised on direct appeal but petitioner did not raise previously. A petition for post 
conviction relief does not substitute or affect a decision from a direct appeal or conviction. LC.§ 
19-4901 (b). In addition, issues that could have been raised on direct appeal but were not are 
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precluded and cannot be raised in post conviction proceedings. Id. Petitioner alleges that the 
prosecution misstated the elements of rape, that bis counsel should have objected to the rape 
elements as well as jury instruction No. 13. These claims, however, are barred by statute and res 
judicata because they were previously address and denied in Petitioner's direct appeal to the 
Idaho Supreme Court. Further, petitioner raises a claim that bis right to a speedy trial was 
violated, but this claim is precluded because it should have been raised on direct appeal. 
Therefore, Petitioner's claims are not valid claims for relief under 19-4901(a). 
Finally, a petitioner generally has one chance to raise all challenges and allegations to his 
conviction and sentence and cannot raise claims that have been raised in a previous post-
conviction petition. LC. § 19-4908. Claims that could have been brought in a previous post-
conviction petition cannot be brought in a subsequent petition unless there is a "sufficient 
reason" why the claim was not asserted in the original petition. I.C. § 19-4908. In a prior post-
conviction proceeding, Petitioner asserted an ineffective assistance of counsel claim against his 
trial lawyer for counsel's failure to advice Petitioner of his right to remain silent during a 
psychosexual evaluation. In his second petition for post-conviction relief, Petitioner has again 
asserted an ineffective assistance of counsel claim against his attorney based on counsel's failure 
to use a urinalysis test at trial, adequately question discrepancies in the witness's testimony and 
statements to police, have expert testimony on the use of a deadly weapon, and failure to poll the 
jury. Petitioner has not stated any reason why his current allegations were not included in his 
prior petition. Without a sufficient reason as to why the subsequent actions were not included in 
his first petition for post-conviction relief, Petitioner cannot assert his claims. Therefore, the 
petition fails to raise a claim for relief. 
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CONCLUSION 
Petitioner fails to meet the requirements of 19-490l(a) for Post-Conviction Reli~f 
because he has failed to verify his claims with affidavits or evidence, assert claims that are valid 
under The Uniform Post-Conviction Procedure Act, raise claims that have not been previously 
decided on appeal, and he has claims that should have been addressed in a previous post-
conviction petition. Therefore, the petition fails to raise a claim for relief and should be 
summarily dismissed. 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR 




CERTIFICATE OF DELNERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing, Brief in Support of Motion 
for Summary Disposition, was delivered via 
(1) X- hand delivery, or 
(2) __ hand delivery via court basket, or 
(3) __ facsimile, or 
(4) __ mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the United States mail, 
addressed to the following: 
Danny J. Radakovich 
1624 G Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
DAIBDthisddayof~J0/.2. 
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Dennis Raymond Heilman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Hearing type: Status Conference 
Hearing date: 7/12/2012 
Time: 11:02 am 
Judge:CarlB.Kerrick 
Courtroom: 1 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: TERESA 
Tape Number: CRTRM 1 
Danny Radakovich 
April Smith 
Petitioner not present (incarcerated Department of Corrections). 
Ms. Smith addresses the Court and the State has filed its Motion for Summary 
Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court and would like to file response brief. 
110257 Court addresses counsel and Mr. Radakovich's responsive brief is due on or 
before 8-9-12 and the State has until 8-16-12 to reply. Court will hear argument 8-23-12 at 
lla.m. 
110340 Court recess. 
Court Minutes 
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DANIEL L. SPICKLER 
Nez Perce County Prosecuting Attorney 
NANCE CECCARELLI 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 799-3073 
I.S.B.N. 7787 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS R. HEILMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
CASE NO. CV2011-0001323 
STIPULATION AND MOTION TO 
ENLARGE CALENDAR AND VACATE 
AND CONTINUE MOTION HEARING 
COMES NOW, NANCE CECCARELLI, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Nez Perce 
County, State of Idaho; DANNY RADAKOVICH, Attorney for the above-named 
Petitioner; and DENNIS R. HEILMAN, the Petitioner herein, and stipulate to enlarge 
the timeline set by the court that Petitioner's brief shall be due September 13, 2012 
and the State's response brief due September 20, 2012. 
Further, that the Motion Hearing scheduled for August 23, 2012 be vacated and 
re-scheduled for hearing at the Court's convenience for the !/!::_ day of 
C;/iJ/oL!r': f 2, at the hour of //: /hJ A-1?1 
DAT:[Et is _/j(/"da,y of August 2012. 
i ; 
t{LG I ULtl ' . 
ECCARELLI 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
STIPULATION AND MOTION TO 
ENLARGE CALENDAR AND VACATE 
AND CONTINUE MOTION HEARING -1-
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
I declare under penalty of perjury that a full, true, complete and correct copy of 
the foregoing STIPULATION AND MOTION TO ENLARGE CALENDAR AND VACATE AND · 
CONTINUE MOTION HEARING was 
(1) __ hand delivered, or 
(2) __ hand delivered via court basket, or 
(3) ./sent via facsimile, or 
( 4) __ mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the United 
States Mail. 
ADDRESSED TO THE FOLLOWING: 
Danny Radakovich 
VIA FACSIMILE 746-4672 
11/tb-
DATED this ~day of August 2012. 
C. WAY 
~ii Legal Assistant 
STIPULATION AND MOTION TO 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JIJID~~~~~~ ·W\_, 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE cou~ Wi~ I 
DENNIS R. HEILMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
D~PUTY 
CASE NO. CV2011-0001323 
ORDER TO ENLARGE CALENDAR 
AND TO VACATE AND RE-SET 
MOTION HEARING 
Having read and considered the foregoing Stipulation and Motion for 
Continuance, and being fully advised in this matter, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion Hearing scheduled for the 23rd day of 
August, 2012, at the hour of 11:00am, be rescheduled for the ~ day of 
() th,~w.2o IZ.., at the hour of II: rto ~ 
I 
DATED this / s-+-day of August 2012. 
ORDER TO ENLARGE CALENDAR 






CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing, ORDER TO ENLARGE 





__ hand delivered, or 
__ hand delivered via court basket, or 
__ sent via facsimile, or 
__ mailed, postage prepaid, by depositing the same in the 
United States mail, addressed to the following: 
Prosecutor's Office 
P. 0. Box 1267 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Danny Radakovich 
Attorney at Law 
1624 G Street 
Lewiston Idaho 83501 
DATED this __ day of August 2012. 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
Deputy 
ORDER TO ENLARGE CALENDAR 
AND TO VACATE AND RE-SET 
MOTION HEARING -2-
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2),.,,,"I J. JedaLovich 
~4tlorneJJ al of aw 
~ LAW OFFICES OF t=<: 
A Felony Public Def ender 
1624(}.St,.,,.t 
cfawi4lon, .J'J) 83501 
(208) 746-8162 
-:J._AX (208) 746-4672 
September 12, 2012 
Nez Perce County Courthouse 
Attn: Teresa 
1230 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Dear Teresa: 
RE: HEILMAN V. STATE OF IDAHO 
CASE NO. CVll-1323 
Accompanying this letter please find the original and my blue file copy of the Petitioner's brief 
relative to the issue of summary disposition. Please file the original then conform my blue file copy 
and return it to me. 
Thank you. If you have any questions, please feel free to call. 
DJR:me 
Enclosure 
cc: Dennis Heilman (w/encl) 
Nez Perce County Prosecutmg Attorney (w/encl) 
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DANNY J. RADAKOVICH 
A Felony Public Defender F 1 L f D 
Attorney for Petitioner 
1624 G Street bl ccn 
Lewiston, ID 83501 Iler 12 P/tl t l.9 
(208) 746-8162 f .'.-- -
la.ho S: ::::~CT COURT OF THE SECOND~ F '-'--
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS RAYMOND HEILMAN, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 











CASE NO. CV 2011-1323 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION 
The petitioner has filed a petition for post-conviction relief and the State, as is its wont, has 
filed a motion for summary disposition. This brief will focus primarily on the summary disposition 
issue and not so much on the actual merits of the petition for post-conviction relief. In this 
argument, in this proceeding, we will refer to Mr. Heilman as the petitioner, with all of us 
understanding that he was also the defendant in the underlying criminal case. 
One supposes that it is easy to come in after the fact and be critical of what has gone before 
but it can be said, without too much fear of exaggerating, that this case has become incredibly 
convoluted and has, in some respects, really been a comedy of errors. To be sure, the petitioner had 
his jury trial and he did gain some traction of some of the charges through the efforts of Mr. Cuddihy 
and the testimony of Dr. Reznicek. The problem lies in the fact that the petitioner had some serious 
issues he wanted to be raised after the trial, some of which were never raised by counsel in post-trial 
proceedings and which also were never the subject of an appeal, and some of which were raised post-
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trial but the denial thereof was never appealed. That is really where the "comedy of errors" comment 
comes m. 
It appears that the petitioner's trial terminated on or about June 30, 2006, with a verdict of 
guilty on some of the original charges and a verdict of guilty on some lesser included offenses. The 
court entered its original judgement of conviction on September 28, 2006. The petitioner's trial 
counsel, Mr. Cuddihy, filed a notice of appeal on November 13, 2006, and that appeal was ultimately 
determined by the Idaho Appellate Court to be untimely. Even so, that notice of appea11isted only 
one (1) real issue and a subsidiary issue and did not include most of the real issues about which the 
defendant now complains. In the meantime, Mr. Cuddihy filed a motion for a new trial on May 21, 
2007, which was apparently timely, because the trial court heard the motion and denied it in a written 
opinion dated October 15, 2007. Mr. Cuddihy withdrew as counsel for the petitioner on June 10, 
2008. Shortly thereafter, on July 28, 2008, the petitioner filed his own petition for post-conviction 
relief raising three (3) issues, i.e.: (1) failure ofMr. Cuddihyto file a timely appeal; (2) failure ofMr. 
Cuddihy to correctly advise the petitioner on whether or not he should cooperate with the psycho-
sexual evaluation; and (3) failure of Mr. Cuddihy to timely file a Rule 35 motion. The State filed a 
motion for summary disposition of the petition for post-conviction relief, which was initially denied 
by the court. A second motion for summary disposition was filed by the State and, on April 13, 
2009, the court entered an order granting the petitioner the post-conviction relief in part, denying it 
in part, and ruling that a third part required an evidentiary hearing. In essence, the court granted the 
portion of the petition for post-conviction dealing with the untimely filed notice of appeal by 
ordering that the judgement of conviction be re-entered, which would start the petitioner's appeal 
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'', 
time running again. Mr. Van Idour then timely filed a notice of appeal on May 27, 2009, which 
raised four ( 4) issues. The court denied the portion of the petition for post-conviction relief dealing 
with the Rule 35 motion as moot, since the re-entry of the judgement of conviction would open up 
the time period for filing a Rule 35 motion. As to the issue with the psycho-sexual evaluation, the 
court subsequently held an evidentiary hearing on June 11, 2009, on the sole remaining issue of 
whether the petitioner was improperly not advised of his right to assert his Fifth Amendment 
privileges during the psycho-sexual evaluation and the court ultimately issued its order denying that 
portion of the petition for post-conviction relief on July 15, 2009. Mr. Van Idour then filed a notice 
of appeal on August 11, 2009, appealing the denial of the portion of the petition for post-conviction 
relief dealing with the psycho-sexual evaluation. The appellate public defender was appointed to 
handle the appeal and, for whatever reason, the appellate public defender filed an amended notice 
of appeal on July 14, 2009, which re-stated the issues on appeal. It appears from looking at the 
unpublished opinion of the Idaho Court of Appeals, a copy of which is attached, that the argument 
of the Idaho Appellate Public Defender was quite abbreviated, in terms of the issues. So, the 
impetus of the petitioner's latest petition for post-conviction relief is that he has never, despite all 
that has gone on, had a fully complete appeal dealing with all of the issues he desired to have raised, 
some of which are clearly valid issues with respect to which he was entitled to an answer. 
Having set the stage, then, let us deal with the issue of the motion for summary disposition. 
Actions for post-conviction relief are governed by Idaho Code §19-4901, et seq., and the 
associated case law glosses. Idaho Code §19-4901 contains the basic parameters of the post-
convictionrelief process and indicated seven (7) grounds upon which such relief can be granted, i.e.: 
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"1. That the conviction or sentence was in violation of the constitution of the 
United States or the constitution or laws of this state; 
2. That the court was without jurisdiction to impose sentence; 
3. That the sentence exceeds the maximum allowed by law; 
4. That there exists evidence of material facts, not previously presented and 
heard, that requires vacation of the conviction or sentence in the interest of justice; 
5. That his sentence has expired, his probation, or conditional release was 
unlawfully revoked by the court in which he was convicted, or that he is otherwise 
unlawfully held in custody or other restraint; 
6. Subject to the provisions of section 19-4902 (b) through (g), Idaho Code, 
that the petitioner is innocent of the offense; or 
7. That the conviction or sentence is otherwise subject to attack upon any 
ground of alleged error heretofore available under any common law, statutory or 
other writ, motion, petition, proceeding, or remedy: may institute, without paying a 
filing fee, a proceeding under this act to secure relief." 
Clearly, some of the above grounds for relief under Idaho Code § 19-4901 apply to the petitioner's 
petition. Let us turn now to the State's contentions. 
First, the State claims that the petitioner's allegations are not verified. In point of fact, that 
is not correct. The petitioner's petition for post-conviction relief filed on June 30, 2011, is verified 
on page 4 thereof. Now, it is true that counsel for the petitioner filed an amended petition on his 
behalf to try to somewhat clarify the issues and that amended petition was unverified. If that failure 
to verify the amended petition is the basis for the State's contention that the petition was not verified, 
counsel has taken steps to rectify that by adding a verification to the amended petition and sending 
it to the petitioner for his signature in front of a notary. Once that is filed, there can be no contention 
that the petition is not verified. So, this issue is a technicality which will be remedied. 
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Second, the State claims that the petition for post-conviction relief must be from a conviction, 
not from subsequent appeals or other post-conviction proceedings. In talcing that position, the State 
cites Idaho Code §19-4901(a) but that subsection of the statute says no such thing. In fact, 
subsection 7 ofldaho Code §19-490l(a) is a catch-all which can include a multitude of maladies. 
Third, the State claims that the petitioner cannot raise issues which could have been raised 
on direct appeal but were not. It is true that Idaho Code § 19-4901 (b) says that, but it is also true that 
there is a multitude of cases which make it clear that ineffectiveness of counsel is a proper subject 
for a petition for post-conviction relief. Milburn v. State, 130 Idaho 649, 946 P .2d 71 (Ct. App., 
1997); Nellsch v. State, 122 Idaho 426, 835 P.2d 661 (Ct. App., 1992). If one closely examines the 
petitioner's petition, it is really focused on the failure of his numerous attorneys to adequately raise 
and argue his contentions of error in his case. 
Fourth, the State claims that the defendant cannot use a petition for post-conviction relief to 
raise issues which were already brought in a previous petition for post-conviction relief. That is true, 
but the State fails to understand the true impetus of the petitioner's current petition. His first 
application for post-conviction relief contained only three grounds, even though, as testimony will 
make clear, the petitioner repeatedly told his attorneys that he wanted all ofhis issues raised, whether 
they agreed or not. Then, when a valid appeal was finally filed, a modified version of the issues was 
argued by the Idaho State Appellate Public Defender, as is clearly shown from the copy of the 
unpublished opinion in the appeal. 
The defendant's wants here are simple. He wants a full, fair trial, which he does not feel he 
got because of some conduct by the prosecutor and what he perceives as deficiencies of his trial 
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attorney. He wants a full, fair appeal listing all of his issues, not some curtailed version. Of the · 
issues he has raised in his current petition for post-conviction relief, here is how they have been dealt 
with (this portion of the argument will exclude issues which counsel believes he cannot ethically 
argue): 
1. Prosecutorial misconduct at trial in the form of the 
prosecutor misstating the elements of the crime ofrape. This should 
have been a subject of the motion for a new trial or, failing that, of his 
direct appeal. This has never happened. 
2. Witness perjury involving testimony about marijuana use, 
versus a urinalysis showing the results were inconsistent. Defense 
counsel at trial failed to have an expert witness available to deal with 
this issue. This was inadequate representation. This was never raised 
on appeal. 
7. Mr. Van !dour was ineffective or not competent in the first 
post-conviction relief proceeding by failing to argue that trial counsel, 
Mr. Cuddihy, did not inform his client that he was not obligated to 
incriminate himselfby cooperating with the psycho-sexual evaluation 
and also for not being present at that evaluation or any stage of the 
P. S .I.. The trial court ruled on the psycho-sexual evaluation issue but 
then the denial of that argument by the trial court was never properly 
argued on appeal. 
8. Once the first post-conviction petition was granted and the 
judgement of conviction re-entered so a timely appeal could be made 
from the conviction, counsel who filed the notice of appeal which 
was ultimately heard by the appellate court failed to include many of 
the issues raised in the earlier notice of appeal which was untimely 
filed. This deprived the petitioner of the ability to raise many issues 
he wanted raised. This has never been corrected and can only be 
corrected by allowing a new appeal. 
9. The office of the State Appellate Public Defender was 
ineffective or not competent because: (a) it failed to raise issues on 
appeal which were outlined in the first, untimely notice of appeal but 
not in the later, timely-filed notice of appeal; (b) it failed to raise the 
question of the admission of testimony submitted at trial relative to 
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the parties' divorce; ( c) it failed to follow through with a reply brief 
on appeal; ( d) it failed to argue, on appeal, even some of the issues 
raised in the timely filed notice of appeal. In short, without the 
petitioner's permission, the State Appellate Public Defender dropped 
part of the issues the petitioner wanted raised on appeal. This has 
never been corrected and can only be corrected by allowing a new 
appeal. 
10. The petitioner did not receive a speedy trial, under the 
relevant statutes and rules and, since he did not waive a speedy trial, 
the charges should have been dismissed. This has never been raised 
as a ground for appeal, at least not effectively, and the petitioner is 
entitled to a ruling on this iss_ue. 
12. Prior counsel failed to appeal, or prosecute the appeal, for 
the denial of a motion for new trial, which is an important issue to the 
petitioner. 
The petitioner believes this is a case which cannot be disposed of on summary disposition. 
He is entitled to a factual hearing where he has the opportunity to face his prior attorneys d place 
testimony before the court to show that they did not correctly represent him. 
DATED thi~cfay of September, 2012. 
I hereby certify that a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing was 
hand-delivered to 
NPC Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 1267 
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GUTIERREZ, Judge 
Dennis R. Heilman appeals from his judgments of conviction and sentences for 
aggravated assault and rape. We atfirm. 
L 
FACTS AND PROCEDURE 
Evidence presented at trial established that while Heilman and his wife of fourteen years, 
P.H., were separated and she had initiated divorce proceedings and obtained a permanent civil 
protection order against him, Heilman broke into her residence. He was armed with a pistol, 
proceeded to rip the phone off the wall, asked her "who's holding the cards now, bitch," and with 
his hand on the gun holster, pushed P.H. and ordered her into the bedroom. 
Once they were in the bedroom, Heilman pointed the gun at her, made her lie down on 




bedroom and returned with a beer, at which time he allowed P.H. to get up and sit on the bed. 
He then attempted to discuss with her the divorce and the restraining order. 
After being told that there was no hope of rec.onciliation, Heilman again pointed the gun 
at P.H. and forced her to lie down on the bed and threatened to kill her if she moved. He left. the 
bedroom and returned with a box of ammunition, a shotgun, and two bags of marijuana. He 
loaded the shotgun and then began "rambling" about his life with P.H., while she attempted to 
"calm" him. Du.ring this entire period of time, Heilman continued to drink beer and smoke 
marijuana. After approximately two hours, Heilman decided that he wanted to cuddle with P.H. 
and she complied in an effort to keep him calm. P.H. testified that Heilman dozed for the next 
three hours, with his arm and leg draped over her. She stated that when she would attempt to 
move, he would grip her tighter. 
P.H. awaked Heilman at approximately 6 a.m. and asked him to leave, but he refused. He 
began to drink alcohol again, and with his hand on the pistol,. ordered her to smoke marijuana 
with him, which she did. Heilman then told P.H. that he wanted to have sex with her, to which 
she said no. She testified that he then pushed her down and ripped dov,111 her sweatpants, at 
which point he realized she was menstruating and ordered her to· perform oral sex. She refused, 
while he sat on top of her, pinned her arms dovm, and twisted her nipples causing her to scream. 
He then covered her mouth and nose, not allowing her to breathe. As she begged him to stop, be 
eventual] y got off of her and continued to drink beer. 
Heilman next decided that he wanted to engage in anal sex, but he was unsuccessful in 
penetrating her because she resisted by screaming and physically fighting him off. She testified 
that he then "flips me over, and then he has an erection and proceeds to rape me.'' P.H. begged 
him to stop and when she refused to put her legs up at his request, he tvvisted her nipples again. 
After the rape, Heilman ordered P.H. to take a sho\.ver and then forced her into a corner of the 
shower while he did the same. 
Heilman's mood sv,rings continued for several more hours. At approximately 9 a.m. P.H. 
heard banging on the front door, but Heilman would not permit her to answer. He also did not 
allow her to answer the phone \Vhen it rang. Heilman moved P.H. and the weapons to the 
basement, where there were additional weapons that he had loaded. At approximately 
10:30 a.m., P.H. and Heilman heard the police officers enter upstairs, at which point Heilman 
yelled to the officers to "get the f--- out of my house." The officers complied. Over the next 
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several how·s, Heilman moved P.H. back and forth between the basement and the bedroom. At 
around 4 p.m. the SWAT team entered the house and freed P.H. 
Heilman was charged with rape, LC.§ 18-6101(3) 1; aggravated assault, I.C. § 18-90l(b); 
second degree kidnapping, l.C. §§ 18-4501, 18-4503; and burglary, 1.C. § 18-1401.2 The state· 
also alleged a sentencing enhancement for the use of a deadly weapon in the commission of the 
c..:rimes. Heilman pleaded not guilty and the case proceeded to a jury trial. The jury convic..:ted 
Heilman of the rape and aggravated assault charges, as well as the lesser included offenses of 
false imprisonment and unlawful entry. The disui.ct court sentenced him to two terms of twenty 
years imprisonment with six years detem1inate on the rape and aggravated assault convictions, to 
run concurrently. He was also sentenced to concurrent sentences of one year on the false 
imprisonment conviction and six months on the unlawful entry conviction. Heilman now 




Heilman contends that n:vo fatal variances occurred: the first between the info1mation 
alleging aggravated assault and the evidenc..:e adduced at trial, and the second between the 
information alleging rape and the jury instructions and evidence adduced at trial. 
Initially, Heilman concedes that he did not object to the va1iances below, but argues that 
this Court can review these alleged en-ors for the first time on appeal under the fundamental enor 
doctrine. Recently in State v. Perry,_ Idaho_,_ P.3d _ (Dec. 7, 2010), the Idaho 
Supreme Court claiified tl1e fundamental error doctrine that applies where an alleged error was 
not followed by a contemporaneous objection: 
Such review includes a three-prong inquiry wherein the defendant bears the 
burden of persuading the appellate court that the alleged error: (l) violates one or 
more of the defendant's unwaived constitutional rights; (2) plainly exists (without 
the need for any additional information not contained in the appellate record, 
including information as to whether the failure to object was a tactical decision); 
and (3) was not harmless. If the defendant persuades the appellate court that the 
Due to a 2010 amendment, this section is now codified at 18-6101(4). 2010 ldaho Sess. 
Laws, ch. 352, § l. 




complained of enor satisfies this three-prong inquiry, then the appellate court 
shall vacate and remand. 
Id. at __ ,_ P.3d at_. In regard to the harmless enor analysis~ a defendant bears the burden 
of proving there is a reasonable possibility that the enor affected the outcome of the trial. id. 
We need not decide whether fundamental error analysis applies here, however, because as \Ve 
discuss below: we conclude that that there is no error--let alone fundamental errnr. 
A variance may occur where there is a difference between the allegations in the charging 
instrument and the proof adduced at trial or where there is a disparity between the allegations in 
the charging instrument and the jury instructions. Staie v. lvfontoya, 140 Idaho 160, 165, 90 P.3d 
910,915 (Ct. App. 2004). The existence of variance constitutes a due process violation because 
it deprives a defendant of fair notice of the charges against him. Id. 
The existence of an impennissible variance is a question: of law over \vhich \Ve exercise 
free rev1evv. State v. Alvarez, 138 Idaho 747, 750: 69 P.3d 167, 170 (Ct. App. 2003); St.ate v. 
Sherrod, 131 Idaho 56, 57, 951 P .2d 1283, 1284 (Ct. App. 1998). Our task in resolving the issue 
presented is two-fold. First, we must determine whether there is a variance between the 
information used to charge the defendant and either the instructions presente? to the jury or the 
evidence adduced at trial. See State v. Brazil, 136 Idaho 327, 329-30, 33 P.3d 218, 220-21 (Ct. 
App. 2001 ). Second, if a variance exists, we must examine \Vhether it rises to the level of 
prejudicial error requiring reversal of the conviction. Id. A determination of whether a variance 
is fatal depends on whether the basic functions of the pleading requirement have been met. Id.; 
State v. Windsor, 110 ldaho410, 417, 716 P.2d 1182, 1189 (1985). A charging instrument meets 
the basic functions of the pleading requirement if it fairly informs the defendant of the charges 
against which he or she must defend and enables him or her to plead an acquittal or conviction in 
bar of future prosecutions for the same offense. United States v. Bailey, 444 U.S. 394, 414 
(1980); Brazil, 136 Idaho at 330, 33 P.3d at 22 l. A variance is fatal if it amounls to a 
"constructive amendment.'; State v. Jones, 140 Idaho 41, 49, 89 P.3d 88], 889 (Ct. App. 2003). 
A constructive amendment occurs if a variance alters the charging document to the extent that 
the defendant is tried for a crime of a greater degree or a different nature. Id.; State v. Colwell, 
124 Idaho 560, 566, 861 P.2d 1225, 1231 (Ct. App. 1993). In sum, a variance between a 
charging document and a jury instruction or the evidence adduced at trial requires reversal only 
when it deprives the defendant of his substantial rights by violating the defendanr s right to fair 
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notice or leaving him or her open to the risk of double jeopardy. Slate v. Wo{frum, 145 ldaho 44. 
47, 175 P.3d 206,209 (Ct. App. 2007); Bra2il, 136 Idaho at 330, 33 P.3d at 221; Sherrod. 131 
Idaho at 59. 951 P.2d at 1286; Colwell, 124 Idaho at 566, 861 P.2d at 1231. 
1. Aggravated assault 
1n regard to the aggravated assault charge in particular, Heilman asserts that 1he 
allegations contained in the infom1ation varied from the evidence adduced at trial which left 
Heilman open to the risk of double jeopardy and the possibility of producing a less than 
unanimous verdict. 
Count II of the infonnation charged Heilman with one count of aggravated assault as 
follows: 
That the Defendant, DENNIS R. HEILMAN, on or about the 17th clay of 
December 2005, in the County of Nez Perce, State of Idal1o, did intentionally, 
unlavvf ully and with apparent ability threaten by word and/or act to do violence 
upon the person of [P.H.], with a deadly weapon to wit: by forcing her into her 
bedroom, holding her against her will a11d threatening to kill her, while in 
possession of a pistol which created a well-founded fear in [P.H.] that such 
violence was imminent. 
Heilman argues that a variance occuITed because while the information charged only one 
incident of aggravated assault, the prosecution elicited testimony from P.H. that Heilman 
assaulted her on tvv·o separate occasions after forcing her into their bedroom by pointing a gun at 
her and threatening to kill her if she· moved. This, Heilman contends, I eft him open to the risk of 
double jeopardy. 
The state argues, however, that a variance was not present because vvhile at trial P.H. 
testified about two separate incidents where Heilman pointed a gun at her and threatened to kill 
her, in only one of those incidents did she testify that Heilman pointed a gun at her. forced her 
into her bedroom, and threatened to kill her. The phrase '·forced her into her bedroom,'' which 
was mirrored in the information and jury instrnction,3 is, the state contends, the critical 
3 The applicable jury instruction read, in relevant part: 
In order for the Defendant to be guilty of AGGRAVATED ASSAULT, as 
charged in Count II of the Infonnation, the State must prove each of the 
following: 
1. On or about the 17th day of December 2005; 
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distinction between the charged aggravated assault and any uncharged crime. We agree. 
·'[G]iven the nature of the evidence proved at trial. [Heilman] has not shovm us why he could not 
successfully plead double jeopardy against reprosecution when and if a second lnfonnation is 
filed." State v. Marks, 120 Idaho 727, 730, 819 P.2d 581, 584 (Ct. App. 1991) (rejecting the 
defendant's assertion that he faced the possibility of double jeopardy where there was a one-
month variance between the dates of the crime as stated in the information and the proof 
established at trial).4 Accord State v. Jones, 605 P.2d 202, 206 (Nev. 1980) (deciding that double 
jeopardy was not an issue because "(t]he indictment and the trial record provide ample protection 
to [respondent] from the danger of doltble jeopardy" (citations omitted)). 
2. Rape 
In regard to the rape. charge, Heilman asserts that a fatal variance existed between the 
infonnation alleging rape, the jury instructions, and the evidence adduced at trial. Specifically, 
he claims both that this variance denied him fair notice of the charge against \:vhich he had to 
detend himself and that the variance has left him open to the risk of double jeopardy. 
Count I of the information charged Heilman with rape as follows: 
Tbat the Defendant, DENNIS R. HELLMAN, on or about the 17th day of 
December 2005, in the County of Nez Perce, State or Idaho, did penetrate the 
2. in the state ofidaho; 
3. the Defendant, DENNIS R. HEILMAN, commined an 
assault upon [P.R]; 
4. by forcing her into her bedroom, holding her against her 
will, and threatening to kill her, while in possession of a 
pistol; and 
5. the Defendant committed that assault with a deadly weapon 
or instrument 
4 We also note there has been some question as to the continued viability of the possibility 
of double jeopardy as an underpinning for concluding that a variance is fatal. See Slate v. 
Montoya, 140 Idaho 160, 166 n.6, 90 P.3d 910, 916 n.6 (Ct. App. 2004) (''It is has been 
advanced that protection against future double jeopardy is no longer the concern that it once was, 
because the availability of trial transcripts allows for a more thorough, subsequent dete1mination 
of exactly what was before a court in a prior prosecution." ( citing State v. Windsor, 110 Idaho 
410,418 n.l, 716 P.2d 1182, 1190 n.l (1985)). See also 5 WAYNER. LAFAVE, CRIMINAL· 









vaginal opening of [P.H.], a female person, with his penis, and where [P.H.] 
resisted., but her resistance was overcome by force and violence in that the 
Defendant forced himself on her even when she attempted to phfsically fight him 
away. 
Jury instruction no. 11 set forth the elements ofrape as follows: 
ln order for the Defendant to be guilty of RAPE, as charged in Count I of 
the information, the State must prove each of the following: 
l. On or about the 17th day of December 2005; 
2. in the state of Idaho; 
3. the Defendant, DENNIS R. HEILM.A.N, caused his penis to penetrate. 
however slightly, the vaginal opening of (P.H.], a female person; and 
4. [P.H.] resisted but her resistance was overcome by force or violence. 
Jury instruction no. 13 stated that 'Ta]lthough [P.H.] must have resisted the act of 
penetration, the amount of resistance need only be such as would show the victim's lack of 
consent to the act." 
In regard to the alleged variance arising between the information and jury instructions, 
Heilman argues ihat a fatal variance exists because the infonnation contains the tem1 ··force and 
. violenc.e" and jury instruction no. 11 reads "force or violence" and because the information 
contains the phrase that P.H. "attempted to physically fight him away," but jury instruction 
no. 13 stated that P.H. only had to have "resisted.'' Thus, Heilman contends, he was denied fair 
notice of the charge against which he had to defend because to find him guilty of rape, the jury 
did not have to find that P .I-L "physically" resisted vaginal penetration by attempting to '·fight 
him away" or that Heilman used force and violence to overcome her physical resistance. 
Instead, Heilman argues that the jury instructions provided that P.H. could have resisted in a 
manner short of attempting to physically fight Heilman away, and therefore, the jury instructions 
varied· from the information by omitting the essential facts that Heilman used force and violence 
to overcome P.H. 's attempts to physically resist him. 
A review of whether tbe defendant was deprived of his or her right to fair notice requires 
the comi to determine whether the record suggests the possibility that the defendant was misled 
or embarrassed in the preparation or presentation of his or her defense. Brazil, 136 Idaho at 330, 
33 P.3d at 221; Windsor, 110 Idaho at 418, 716 P.2d at 1190. 
Initially, we conclude that the use of the term "force and violence" in the information and 
"force or violence" in the jury instruction does not constitute a fatal variance. Even if Heilman 
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could show that this minor discrepancy constituted a variance, it would not be fatal, because the 
record does not indicate that Heilman was ·'misled or embarrassed" in the preparation of his 
defense. As the state points out, Heilman's defense at trial was that P.H. had consented to tbe 
sexual intercourse. He did not- argue that he was not guilty because he had used force but not 
violence or, alternatively, violence but not force in obtaining P.H.'s alleged consent, such that 
use of the phrase "force or violence" in the jury instruction would be consequential. 
We also conclude that even assuming that the inclusion of language in the information 
that P.H. attempted to physically resist Heilrnan's attempt to engage in intercourse v.:hile the jury 
instruction refen-ed only to "resistance," constituted a va1iance, it was not fatal. After a thorough 
examination of the record in this case, we can find no indication that Heilman was misled, 
pr~judiced or emban·assed at trial by the asserted variance between the information and the jury 
instructions given by the· court. The record does not reflect that Heilman had, or presented 
before the jury, any theory or defense claiming that while P.H. may have resisted his advances, 
she had not physically done so and thus he had not overcome her physical resistance by force or 
violence. His defense was simply that she had not resisted his advances in any manner. See 
State v. Hanson, 130 Idaho 842, 949 P.2d 590 (Ct. App. 1997). 
Heilman cites to Brazil, 136 ldaho 327, 33 P.3d 218, for the proposition that he was 
misled by the language in the information, because he was "not on notice of the need to present 
evidence or argument that P.H.'s resistance and his use of force, other than that alleged in the 
information, were insufficient to constitute the degree of force and resista11ce for rape." 
However, as we indicated above, Heilman's defense was never that P.H.'s degree of resistance 
was insuflicient, but that she did not resist at all. 1n addition, as the state points out, Brazil is 
distinguishable from the case at hand. There, the defendant was convicted of two count-; of 
aggravated battery, and he appealed, asserting that a fatal variance existed between the charging 
document and the jury instructions given at trial. This Court agreed that Brazil had not been 
given fair notice, because the charging document required him only to defend against the claim 
that he committed an aggravated battery by inflicting gunshot wounds, whereas the jury 
instruction allowed the jw-y to convict him of aggravated battery on entirely d~fferenl injmies 
caused to the victim (e.g., hitting the victim on the head). Id. at 331, 33 P.3d at 222. Thus, our 
conclusion that Brazil was not given fair notice was based on the fact that the jury instruction 
allowed him to be convicted of an entirely different and uncharged criminal act. Here, there was 
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no such risk--it was clear from the time that Heilman was charged through trial that the only 
basis for the rape conviction was the state's allegation that Heilman vaginally raped P.H. and . 
therefore that he needed to defend himself against that charge, which he did by arguing that P.H. 
had not provided any resistance to his advances.5 
In regard to the alleged vruiance between the information and the evidence adduced at 
trial, Heilman contends that while the prosecution charged Heilman v,1ith only one count of rape, 
it elicited evidence at trial that "'multiple offenses, of the same .type, were committed dw·ing a 
course of conduct--thus opening him to the risk of double jeopardy." Specifically, he contends 
that the record is insufficient for him to "prevent a subsequent prosecution for battery with the 
intent to rape because it is impossible to detem1ine whether the jury relied upon evidence 
involving battery with the intent to commit rape (oral penetration), or evidence involving battery 
with the intent to commit rape (anal penetration), or some combination of both in finding 
[Heilman} guilty of rape (vaginal penetration)." 
Heilman's contention in this regard fails as it is clear that the state did not elicit evidence 
of "multiple offense, of the same type" that would put Heilman at the risk of double. jeopardy. ln 
regard to the rape charge, Heiln1an was charged only with vaginally raping P.H.--which was 
specifically indicated in both the information and the jury instructions. The state then elicited 
evidence that in addition to the vaginal rape, Heilman had also attempted to orally rape and 
anally rape P.H. Heilman now contends that it is ''impossible" to tell whether the jury relied on 
the vaginal rape evidence or the attempted oral and anal rape evidence to convict him of vaginal 
5 One commentator notes the effect of failing to object at trial when determining whether 
the defendant may have been misled or embarrassed in the preparation or presentation of his 
defense: 
A failure to object to the vaiiance at trial generally is viewed as a waiver of a 
claim of prejudice, and an eleventh hour objection is taken as strong evidence 
belying any such claim. If the defendant was previously aware of the 
prosecution's proof as a result of pretrial discove1y or a preliminary hearing, that 
factor also will weigh against a finding of prejudice. The court also will look to 
the relationship of the variance to the defense presented by the defendant. Thus, 
variances as to factors that ordinarily are not part of the material elements of the 
crime (e.g., time and place) are viewed as unlikely to prejudice a defendant whose 
defense centered on challenging the government's proof as to one of those 
material elements. 
5 WAYNER.LAFAVE., CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 331 (3d ed. 2007) (footnotes omitted). 
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rape. lbis is not tenable--the jury instructions specifically stated that to find Heilman guilty of 
rape, the jury had to conclude that he had penetrated the ··vaginal opening'' of P.H. and thus, 
applying the presumption that the jury followed the district court's instructions, Stare v. Laymon, 
140 Idaho 768, 771, 101 P.3d 712, 715 (Ct. App. 2004), we must conclude that the jury 
convicted Heilman of rape based on the evidence of vaginal rape elicited at trial. There is no 
reason to think otherwise. Thus, Heilman was not placed at risk of double jeopardy by the 
alleged variance between the information and the evidence adduced at trial because he was never 
placed "in jeopardy" for the attempted oral and anal rapes. 
B. Unanimity Instructions 
Heilman contends that the district court e1Ted as to both the aggravated assault and rape 
charges by failing to instruct the jury that it must agree unanimously upon a single act that 
formed the basis of the conviction. He contends that such instructions were necessary because, 
as to both charges, the state presented evidence of more than one possible act that could fom1 the 
basis of the respective convictions. The state contends that we cannot review this issue on 
appeal, because Heilman did not request the instructions below and, in the alternative, the record 
does not support his contention that the state presented evidence of multiple separate and distinct 
acts that could have, by themselves, been the basis for Heilrn.an's convictions for the two charges 
at issue. 
The question whether the jury has been properly instructed is a question of law over 
which we exercise free review. State v. Gleason, 123 Idaho 62, 65, 844 P.2d 691,694 (1992); 
State v. Gain, 140 Idaho 170, 172, 90 P.3d 920, 922 (Ct. App. 2004). \1/hen reviewing jury 
instructions, we ask whether the instructions as a whole, and not individually, fo.irly and 
accurately reflect applicable law. State v. Bowman, 124 Idaho 936, 942, 866 P.2d 193, 199 (Ct. 
App. 1993). 
In a criminal ca'3e, the district court has a duty to give the jury instructions on all matters 
of law necessary for their information. LC. § 19-2132; Gain, 140 Idaho at 172, 90 P.3d at 922. 
The trial court thus must give instructions on rules of law material to the dete1mination of the 
defendant's guilt or innocence. Id. Such obligatory instructions include those necessary to 
correctly infom1 the jury with respect to the nature and elements of the crime charged and the 
essential legal principles applicable to the evidence that has been admitted. Id. ln the ordinary 
case, a general unanimity instruction suffices to instruct the jury that they must be unanimous on 
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whatever specifications form the basis of the guilty verdict. United States v. Kim, l 96 f.3d 
1079, 1082 (9th Cir. 1999); Gain. 140 fdaho at 172. 90 P.3d at 922. A specific unanimity 
instruction is required only when it appears that there is a genuine possibility of jury confusion or 
that a conviction may occur as the result of different jurors concluding that the defendant 
committed different acts. Gain, 140 Idaho at 172, 90 P.3d at 922. Where the evidence indicates 
that separate and distinct incidents of criminal conduct could provide a basis for a juror's finding 
of guilt on the criminal charge in any count, the trial court must instruct the jury that it must 
unanimously agree on the specific incident constituting the offense in each count. regardless of 
whether the d!;!fendant requests such an instruction. Id. at 172-73, 90 P.3d at 922-23. 
It is undisputed that Heilman did not request the instructions below, and thus to be 
reviewable on appeal, he must show th.at the court's failure to give the jury unanimity 
instructions was fundamental error. However, we conclude that failure to give the instructions 
was not erroneous on the basis that the state did not present evidence of separate and distinct 
incidents of criminal conduct that could, on their own. provide the basis for a juror's finding of 
guilt on the criminal charges at issue. 
In regard to the aggravated assault charge, Heilman was charged with one count based on 
the allegation that he forced P.H. into her bedroom, held her against her will, and threatened to 
kill her while in possession of a gun. While P.H. testified both about this incident and another, 
uncharged, assault that also occurred in the bedroom, the other uncharged act did not include 
Heilman forcing her into the bedroom and thus, as the state points out, "did not have an 
evidentiary basis for meeting the elements of the crime with which Heilman was charged."' 
Likewise, ao:; we discussed above with regard to the rape charge, the act that was the basis 
of the charge was that Heilman had vaginally raped P.H. by overcoming her resistance with force 
or violence. The additional uncharged acts that P.H. also testified to could not have formed the 
basis for the rape conviction because she specifically stated they consisted of Heilman 
attempting to rape her orally and anally--and thus could not fom1 the basis of a conviction for 
vaginal rape. In addition, her testimony was clear that the uncharged acts were mere attemp1s0 
while the charged act was completed (a fact which Heilman con-obprated in his testimony). 
Thus, the district court was not required to give unanimity instructions with regard to 
these charges because there was not a genuine possibility of jury confusion or that a conviction 
may occur as the result of different jurors concluding that the defendant committed different acts. 
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C. Sufficiency of the Evidence 
Heilman contends there was insufficient evidence to support a verdict finding him guilty 
of rape on the theory that P.H. physically resisted him, but that he overc--dlne her resistance by the 
use of force and violence. 
Appellate review of the sufficiency of the evidence is limited in scope. A judgment of 
conviction, entered upon a jury verdict, will not be overturned on appeal where there is 
substantial evidence upon which a reasonable trier of fact could have found that the prosecution 
sustained its burden of proving the essential elements of a crime beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Sicae v. Herrera-Brito, 131 Idaho 383, 385, 957 P.2d 1099, 1101 (Ct. App. 1998); State v. 
Knutson, 121 Idaho 101, 104,822 P.2d 998, 1001 (Ct. App. 1991). We v,'ill not substitute our 
view for that of the jury as to the credibility of the witnesses, the weight lo be given to the 
testimony, and the reasonable inferences to be drav-m from the evidence. Knutson, 121 Jdaho at 
104,822 P.2d at JOOt State v. Decker, 108 Idaho 683,684, 701 P.2d 303,304 (Ct. App. 1985). 
Moreover, we will consider the evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution. 
Herrera-Brito, 131 ldaho at 385, 957 P.2d at 1101; Knutson, 121 Idaho at 104, 822 P.2d at 1001. 
The e,,idence at trial established that after Heilman forced P.H. into her bedroom at 
gunpoint, he told her that he wanted to have sex with her, to which she said no. He then pushed 
her down on the bed and ripped down her sweatpants. Seeing that she was bleeding heavily, he 
tried to force her to perform oral sex by requesting that she do so, pushing her down, straddling 
her, placing his penis in front of her face, lifting her shirt and twisting her nipples, and putting 
·his hand over her mouth and nose while P .R was screaming and attempting to pusb him off of 
her. \Vhen he did not succeed in having P.H. perfonn oral sex, he got off of her and sat down on 
the bed, He then requested that she engage in anal sex, which she verbally and physically 
refused by physically not allowing his penis to penefrate her buttocks. P.H. testified as follows 
regarding what occurred immediately after his unsuccessful attempt to anally rape her: 
[Prosecutor]: He's unsuccessful in the anal intercourse, What happens next? 








Pul.l down your pants? 
Well, they were down on my ankles when he was trying the anal. 
Did they rip when he was--when he pulled them down at all? 
No. 
Why do you think they didn't rip? Was it forceful? 

















Okay. So, the pants are dm~m below your ankles. And is he 
. successful in entering you vaginally? 
Yes. 
What are you doing at this time? 
I'm asking him, -I'm begging him to have him stop. And he 
wanted me to proceed to put my legs up so he could enjoy it more. 
And did you do that? 
No. 
Okay. What did he do when you refused to comply with that? 
He v,1ould twist on my nipples really hard. 
And whik he's--while he's raping you, where is the gun? 
On the bed. 
Right next to him again? 
Yes, 







She didn't really want to have sex with you, did she? 
No. 
So, you basically forced her to have sex. with you? 
No. 
She didn't want to have sex with you, but you had sex with her? 
Yes. 
Vievving the evidence in the light most favorable to the verdict, we conclude there was 
sufficient evidence for a reasonable jury to find that P.H. resisted Heilman's attempt to engage in 
vaginal intercourse Vvith her. As stated in the comment to Idaho Criminal Jury lnstruction 904. 
entitled "Resistance to Rape," which was given to the jury in this case: 
In Idaho, a rape victim is not required to resist to the utmost of the victim's 
ability. State v. Neil, 13 Idaho 539, 90 P. 860 (1907). The importance of . 
resistance by the victim is simply to show two elements of the crime--the 
assailant's intent to use force in order to have sexual intercourse and the victim's 
non-consent. State v. Andreason, 44 Idaho 396, 357 P. 370 (1927). See also, 
State v. Fowler, 13 Idaho 317, 89 P. 757 (1907); State v. Lewis, 96 Idaho 743, 536 
P.2d 738 (1975); State v. Robran, 119 Idaho 285,. 805 P.2d 491 (Ct. App. 1991 ); 
State v. Gossett, 119 Idaho 581,808 P.2d 1326 (Ct. App. 1991). 
P.H.'s resistance was manifested by her verbal insistence that she did not want to have 
sex with Heilman--in whatever manner he demanded--and once the vaginal rape began, the fact 
that she was "begging" him to stop and her refusal that she put her legs up at his request. In this 
instance, there was sufficient evidence from which the jury could conclude that P.H. did not 
consent to the vaginal intercourse, suc-h that she "resisted" within the meaning of the statute. 
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We also conclude that there was sufficient evidence for the jury to conclude that Heilman 
overcame P.H.'s resistance (i.e., lack of consent) by force or violence. Specifically, P.H. 
testified that Heilman accomplished the vaginal intercourse by physically flipping her over on 
the bed and by twisting her nipples during the act, On this basis, we reject Heilman's assertion 
on appeal that there was insufficient evidence for the ju1y to convict him of rape. 
C. Sentence Review 
Heilman contends that given any view of the facts his unified sentence of twenty years 
imprisonment, with si..x years determinate, is excessively harsh. Specifically, he asserts that the 
district court failed to adequately consider applicable mitigating circumstances, because the c-ou1i 
applied an overly restrictive definition of "mitigation" and that the cou1i erroneously considered 
evidence in aggravation of his sentence that had been rejected by the jury or was not otherwise 
supported by sufficient facts. 
An appellate review of a sentence is based on an abuse of discretion standard. Stare v. 
Burdett, 134 Idaho 271, 276, 1 P.3d 299, 304 (Ct. App. 2000). Where a sentence is not illegal, 
the appellant has the burden to show that it is unreasonable, and thus a clear abuse of discretion. 
State v. Brown, 121 Idaho 385, 393, 825 P.2d 482,490 (]992). A sentence may represent such 
an abuse of discretion if it is shown to be unreasonable upon the facts of the case. State v. Nice, 
103 Idaho 89, 90, 645 P.2d 323, 324 (1982). A sentence of confinement is reasonable if it 
appears at the time of sentencing that confinement is necessary "to accomplish the primary 
objective of protecting society and to achieve any or all of the related goals of deterrence, 
rehabilitation or retribution applicable to a given case." Stare v. Toohill, 103 Idal10 565,568.650 
P.2d 707, 710 (Ct. App. 1982). Where an appellant contends that the sentencing court imposed 
an excessively harsh sentence, \:ve conduct an independent review of the record, having regard 
for the nature of the offense, the character of the offender and the protection of the public 
interest. State v. Reinke, 103 Idaho 771, 772, 653 P.2d l 183, 1184 (Ct. App. 1982). In deference 
to the trial judge, this Court will not substitute its view of a reasonable sentence, where 
reasonable minds might differ. To show m1 abuse of discretion, the defendant must show that the 
sentence, in light of the governing crite1ia, is excessive under any rea:;onable view of the facts. 
State v. Stevens, 146 Idaho 139, 148-49, 191 P.3d 217, 226-27 (2008). When reviewing the 
length of a sentence, we consider the defendant's entire sentence. State v. Oliver, 144 Idaho 722, 




Heilman 's first contention is that the district court did not properly take into account 
certain mitigating circumstances, namely his alcoholism, his marital problems and their effect on 
his relationship with his children, his lack of a felony criminal record. his service in the national 
guard, and "his good character as reflected in his love for his children and the various 
correspondenc.e between [Heilman] and his step-father:· On appeal, Heilman points to the Idaho 
Supreme Court's definition of "mitigating circumstances" as those that ''do not constitute a 
justification or excuse of the offense in question, but which, in fairness and mercy, may be 
considered as extenuating or reducing the degree of moral culpability." State v. Osborn, 102 
Idaho 405,415,631 P.2d 187, 197 (1981). The district court, he contends, "failed to grasp the 
mitigating value -of the extenuating circumstances surrounding Dennis·s criminal conduc1," as. 
evidenced by the following statements: 
[T]he fact that you were in a divorce and the fact that you've had a lifelong 
problem with alcohol does not excuse your conduct. It does not excuse the 
conduct. You willingly got yourself intoxicated, as you have on so many 
occasions over the course of your life and, perhaps, placed yourself in this 
position where somehow or other you ,1.rere able to carry out this offense. 
But there's no justification for the way you handled that. There arc all kinds of 
other ways to do that and you picked the absolute worst. 
I know that you feel badly about this. I know that your apology here in court is 
heartfelt. But to a degree, I think you have minimized your responsibility. As I 
read through the presentence report and the things that you have said, I don't 
think that you fully accept responsibility for this. 
(emphasis added). 
These comments, Heilman argues on appeal, show that the district court '·equated 
mitigating circumstances with only those which would e:xcuse or justify criminal conduct. and 
disparaged the presentation of valid mitigation as indicative of a failure by Dennis to take full 
responsibility of his actions." We disagree that these statements indicated a misunderstanding by 
the district court as to the applicability of mitigating circumstances in fashioning a sentence. 
Rather, an examination of the court's statements as a whole indicates that the court did take into 
account the circumstances asserted by Heilman as mitigating when fashioning the scntcnce.6 
6 The court specifically articulated its recognition that divorce can be a ''high-pressure 






The court's reference to the fact that these circumstances did not excuse Heilman' s conduct is 
merely a recognition of the nature of mitigating circumstances as set forth in the Idaho Supreme 
Court's definition cited by Heilman. 
Nor do we agree that because the court indicated its belief that Heilman had not taken full 
responsibility for bis actions, that the court improperly "'disparaged'' the presentation of valid 
mitigating circumstances. As we stated above, the record is clear that the district court took the 
mitigating circumstances advanced by Heilman into consideration--a fact which is not changed 
where the court also assessed Heilman's acceptance of responsibility and recognition of the 
seriousness of the crime, as is within the court's discretion. 
Heilman also argues that the district court abused its discretion in imposing the sentence, 
because it punished him based on the court's belief that he had intended to hann P.H. when he 
entered the home--a fact which Heilman contends was rejected by the jury because it acquitted 
him of burglary. An examination of the statement in the context of the distiict court's discussion 
of Heilman's sentence indicates that the cou11 did not rely on a belief that Heilman intended to 
harm P.H. at the moment he entered her home. Rather, the court relied on the entirety of his 
conduct throughout the episode. Specifically,the court stated: 
I know that you have said, and [your defense attorney] said on your 
behalf, that you didn't intend to ham1 Mrs. Heilman; and that, really, the only 
person that you thought about banning was yourself But, Mr. Heilman, if you 
a.re--if you, in fact, felt that way and your intent was not to harm anyone but 
yourself, you were the only one who knew th.at. You were the only one wh.o 
knew that. Everybody else presented v-.dth this situation acted on the idea that you 
were going to do a lot more than that. Everyone else was acting under the idea 
that you were at least in there on a murder-suicide effort. 
Mrs. Heilman certainly convincingly testified that she vvas scared for her 
life. . . . The SW AT team officers that went into your house were scared of the 
potential that they would be shot. ... 
So, Mr. Heilman, if you indicate that you didn't intend to harm anyone, all 
other indications are that you did because of the \Vay you presented this thing. 
Violation of the protection order, breaking into the home with a baseball bat, 
ripping the telephone off the wall so no contact could be made, making threats to 
kill your wife, your use of firearms, it certainly appears that you--you intended to 
do a lot more than simply harm yourself. 
And I say that thinking of some of the background information. I know 
that Ruby Smith testified that you had made a statement you thought about killing 





Thus, an examination of the record shows that the court did not rely on an improper basis 
in sentencing Heilman, and he has failed to show that it was excessively harsh. 
III. 
CONCLUSION 
Heilman has not demonstrated that there was a fatal va1iance in regard to either the 
aggravated assault charge or the rape charge. Nor has he demonstrated that the district cornt 
ened in not giving the jury a unanimity instruction. We also conclude there was sufficient 
evidence presented upon which a reasonable trier of fact could have found that the prosecution 
sustained its burden of proving the essential elements of rape. Finally, we conclude that 
Heilman's sentence was not an abuse of discretion. Accordingly, Heilman's judgments of 
conviction and sentences for aggravated assault and rape are affirmed. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL 
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE 
COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
) ORDER RE APPOINTMENT OF 
) PUBLIC DEFENDERS 
Robert J. Kwate, Richard Cuddihy, JoAnna McFarland and 
Paige Nolta are now the holders of the Public Defender Contracts with 
Nez Perce County commencing October 1, 2012; 
Danny J. Radakovich is hereby relieved of the responsibility 
of representing the Defendant in this case, effective October 1, 2012. 
Dated this l 7!--- day of September, 2012. 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Respondent 
CASE NO. CV2011-0001323 
REPLY TO PETITIONER'S BRIEF IN 
OPPOSITION TO STATE'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION 
The State replies to Petitioner's brief and respectfully notices that the Petitioner presents 
excuses to the Court without verification or factual support to bolster an already deficient 
petition and argues for relief that cannot be properly granted. The State, however, acknowledges 
scrivener's errors and sloppy referencing in the State's brief in support of the Motion for 
Summary Disposition as pointed out by Counsel for Petitioner. 
Regardless of opposing Counsel's commentary about a convoluted procedure and 
"comedy of errors", it remains that at this time, that the Petitioner has not produced a single, 
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verifiable, genuine issue of material fact that meets the requirements necessary to continue any 
further proceedings in this matter. 
Petitioner offers a laundry list of claims in his petition that he asserts are "evidence"; but 
offers no facts to support his bare and conclusory allegations outside of the brief affidavit in 
which he states that information in the petition is true. (Page 8 of the petition) This is simply 
insufficient verification of allegations. 
Counsel for the Petitioner anticipates that his client may ultimately verify the amended 
petition by having his signature witnessed by a notary, however, a petition for post-conviction 
relief must be supported by affidavits, records, or other evidence supporting its allegations ... " 
LC. § 19-4903. Allegations of facts must be supported by "written statements from competent 
witnesses or other verifiable information." McKinney v. State, 133 Idaho 695, 700 (1999). 
Petitions that are unverified and conclusory may be dismissed by motion for summary 
disposition. LC. § 19-4906. Conclusory or unverified allegations are "insufficient to entitle 
petitioner to an evidentiary hearing. King v. State, 114 Idaho 442, 446 (Ct.App. 1988). 
There is nothing included with the petition or amended petition that supports any of 
Petitioner's allegations. A witnessed or notarized signature is not verification of an allegation. 
Thus, whichever document Counsel for the Petitioner references, the petition or the amended 
petition, both remain deficient. 
Further, petitions for post conviction relief are a special proceeding, civil in nature, and 
distinct from the criminal action that led to the petitioner's conviction. Sanchez v. State, 127 
Idaho 709, 711, 905 P.2d 642 (Ct. App. 1995). And, unlike ordinary civil actions that require 
only a short and plain statement of the claim, the application for post-conviction relief "must be 
verified with respect to facts within the personal knowledge of the applicant, and affidavits, 
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records or other evidence supporting its allegations must be attached, or the application must 
state why such supporting evidence is not included with the petition. LC. §19-4903." 
Fenstermaker v. State, 128 Idaho 285,287, 912 P.2d 653 (Ct. App. 1995) (emphasis added). 
Petitioner has not included verification with his initial petition in this matter and did not explain 
why it was not attached; neither did Counsel for Petitioner include verifications with the 
amended petition nor reasons why such evidence was not attached. 
Counsel for the Petitioner asserts and contends that if only Petitioner is given the benefit 
of a competent attorney and the ability to testify before this Court, then the previous -wrongs will 
be obvious. Simply imploring or wishing or complaining does not meet the applicable standards 
for the relief requested by Petitioner. Only if the application raises material issues of fact, is the 
district court required to conduct an evidentiary hearing and make specific findings of fact on 
each issue. Sanchez at 711. 
Petitioner bears the burden of pleading and proof imposed upon a civil plaintiff. "Thus, 
an applicant must allege, and then prove by a preponderance of the evidence, the facts necessary 
to establish his claim for relief." Martinez v. State, 125 Idaho 844, 846, 875 P.2d 941 (Ct. 
App.1994). However, if the Petitioner's application does not raise a genuine issue of material 
fact, which if resolved in the applicant's favor would entitle the petitioner to the requested relief, 
then summary dismissal is permissible. Fenstermaker at 287. "It is also the rule that a 
conclusory allegation, unsubstantiated by any fact, is insufficient to entitle a petitioner to an 
evidentiaryhearing." Baruthv. Gardner, 110Idahol56, 159, 715P.2d369(Ct.App.1986). 
While there are other assertions made by Counsel for Petitioner, each fails as previously 
discussed in the State's Brief in Support of the Motion for Summary Dismissal. 
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CONCLUSION 
Petitioner fails to meet the requirements of 19-4901 (a) for Post-Conviction Relief 
because he has failed to verify his claims with affidavits or evidence, he fails to asserts claims 
that are valid under The Uniform Post-Conviction Procedure Act, he raises issues that could have 
been raised on direct appeal but were not, and asserts claims that should have been addressed in a 
previous post-conviction petition. 
The State respectfully requests that this Court grant the State's Motion for Summary 
Dismissal because the Petitioner has failed to demonstrate any genuine issue of material fact and 
therefore, the petition fails to raise any claims for relief that may be granted under The Uniform 
Post-Conviction Procedure Act. 
DATED this 20th day of September 2012. 
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Attn: Teresa 
1230 Main Street 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Dear Teresa: 
RE: HEILMAN V. STATE OF IDAHO 
CASE NO. CVll-1323 
Accompanying this letter please find the original and our blue file copy of a Notice of Temporary 
Association oj Counsel in the above-entitled matter. Please file the original then conform the blue 
file copy and return it to my office. 
Thank you. If you have any questions, please feel free to call. 
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NOTICE OF TEMPORARY 
ASSOCIATION OF COUNSEL 
COME NOW Gregory R. Hum and Danny J. Radakovich and hereby give notice that said 
Danny J. Radakovich is temporarily associating as counsel for the petitioner for the sole purpose 
of making argument relative to the motion for summary disposition set for hearing herein on the 
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18th day of October, 2012. Said Danny J. Radakovich .is presenting said argument on behalf of 
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Danny Radakovich 
Nance Ceccarelli 
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Ms. Ceccarelli addresses the Court re: State's Motion for Summary 
Mr. Radakovich presents argument. 
Ms. Ceccarelli presents rebuttal argument. 
Court takes matter under advisement and will issue written decision. 
Mr. Radakovich addresses the Court and requests the Court send a copy of its 
decision to both he and Mr. Hurn. 
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CASE NO. CV 2011-1323 
OPINION AND ORDER 





This matter came on before the Court on the State's Motion for Summary 
Disposition. The Petitioner was represented by Danny Radakovich, attorney at law. The 
State was represented by Nance Ceccarelli, Nez Perce County Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney. The Petition for Post-Conviction Relief was originally submitted by the 
Petitioner, Dennis Heilman, with amended briefing filed by counsel. Oral argument was 
heard on October 18, 2012. The Court, being fully advised in the matter, hereby renders 
its decision. 
BACKGROUND 
Following a trial by jury, Dennis Heilman was found guilty on June 30, 2006, of 
committing the crimes of rape, aggravated assault, false imprisonment, and unlawful 
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entry. Judgment of conviction on these crimes was entered on September 28, 2006. The 
matter was appealed and an unpublished opinion was issued by the Court of Appeals of 
the State ofldaho on December 10, 2010. 
Heilman has previously petitioned this Court for post-conviction relief. See Nez 
Perce County case CV-2008-1590. 1 In the 2008 case, there were three issues before the 
Court: whether trial counsel was ineffective for failing to file a Ru.le 35 motion for 
reduction of sentence; whether counsel was ineffective for failing to timely file an appeal; 
and whether counsel was ineffective by failing to advise the Petitioner of his Fifth 
Amendment right to remain silent during a court ordered psychosexual evaluation. The 
parties agreed that filing an amended judgment of conviction would allow the Petitioner 
to both file a Ru.le 35 motion and timely file for appeal; thus, the first two issues were 
--~- . ______ _resolved. _ _An emdentiar;y_hearing_was_ held on thethird_issue. Eollowing1he e_vid~ntiW)' __ . 
hearing, this Court determined that the Petitioner failed to establish trial counsel was 
ineffective with respect to the advice given regarding the psychosexual evaluation. 
The Court of Appeals considered several issues regarding the underlying criminal 
action. Ultimately, the judgments of conviction and sentences for aggravated assault and 
rape were affirmed. See State v. Heilman, 2010 Unpublished Opinion No. 741, Docket 
No. 36554 (Ct. App., December 10, 2010). 
Currently pending before this Court is the Petitioner's most recent Petition for 
Post-Conviction Relief. The State has filed a motion for summary disposition of the 
petition. 
1 This Court takes judicial notice of the underlying criminal case, Nez Perce County case CR-2005-
0011176, and also the previous civil case seeking post-conviction relief, CV-2008-1590. 
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POST-CONVICTION RELIEF STANDARD 
Under the Uniform Post-Conviction Procedure Act, a person sentenced for a 
crime may seek relief upon making one of the following claims: 
(1) That the conviction or the sentence was in violation of the constitution 
of the United States or the constitution or laws of this state; 
(2) That the court was without jurisdiction to impose sentence; 
(3) That the sentence exceeds the maximum authorized by law; 
(4) That there exists evidence of material facts, not previously presented 
and heard, that requires vacation of the conviction or sentence in the 
interest of justice; 
(5) That his sentence has expired, his probation, or conditional release was 
unlawfully revoked by the court in which he was convicted, or that he is 
otherwise unlawfully held in custody or other restraint; 
(6) Subject to the provisions of section 19-4902(b) through (f), Idaho 
Code, that the petitioner is innocent of the offense; or 
(7) That the conviction or sentence is otherwise subject to collateral attack 
upon any ground or alleged error heretofore available under any common 
law, statutory or other writ, motion, petition, proceeding, or remedy. 
-LC.-§-1-9-4-901( a).---
A petition for post conviction relief "may be filed at any time within one (1) year 
from the expiration of the time for appeal or from the determination of an appeal or from 
the determination of a proceeding following an appeal, whichever is later." LC. § 19-
4902(a) 
Petitions for post-conviction relief are a special proceeding distinct from the 
criminal action that led to the petitioner's conviction. Sanchez v. State, 127 Idaho 709, 
711, 905 P.2d 642 (Ct. App.1995). "An application for post-conviction relief initiates a 
proceeding which is civil in nature." Fenstermaker v. State, 128 Idaho 285,287,912 
P .2d 653, 655 (Ct. App.1995). However, unlike an ordinary civil action that requires 
only a short and plain statement of the claim, an application for post-conviction relief 
"must be verified with respect to facts within the personal knowledge of the applicant, 
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and affidavits, records or other evidence supporting its allegations must be attached, or 
the application must state why such supporting evidence is not included with the petition. 
I.C. § 19-4903." Id. 
In a proceeding for post-conviction relief, the petitioner bears the burden of 
pleading and proof imposed upon a civil plaintiff. "Thus, an applicant must allege, and 
then prove by a preponderance of the evidence, the facts necessary to establish his claim 
for relief." Martinez v. State, 125 Idaho 844, 846, 875 P.2d 941 (Ct. App.1994). 
Under LC. § 19-4906, summary disposition of a petition for post-conviction relief 
may occur upon motion of a party or upon the court's own initiative. However, 
"[ s ]ummary dismissal is permissible only when the applicant's evidence has raised no 
genuine issue of material fact which, if resolved in the applicant's favor, would entitle the 
.~petitionerto.there_questedrelief."_Eenstermaker, 128Jdaho_at287,__912_P.2d at 655. "If 
the application raises material issues of fact, the district court must conduct an 
evidentiary hearing and make specific findings of fact on each issue." Sanchez at 711. 
"It is also the rule that a conclusory allegation, unsubstantiated by any fact, is insufficient 
to entitle a petitioner to an evidentiary hearing." Baruth v. Gardner, 110 Idaho 156, 159, 
715 P.2d369 (Ct.App.1986). 
DISCUSSION 
The petition before this Court has been appropriately filed pursuant to the 
Uniform Post-Conviction Procedures Act (hereafter ''UPCP A")2. "[T]he UPCP A was 
instituted as the exclusive vehicle to present claims regarding whether a conviction or 
2 The Petitioner's claims do not fall under the constitutional remedy of habeas corpus. "A writ of habeas 
corpus, on the other hand, is the appropriate method for challenging unlawful conditions of confinement." 
Id.; Olds v. State, 122 Idaho 976, 979, 842 P.2d 312, 315 (Ct. App. 1992). The distinction between a 
petition for post-conviction relief and a writ of habeas corpus is important because the constitutional 
remedy of habeas corpus has no time limitation. Id. 
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sentence was entered in violation of constitutional or statutory law." Eubank v. State, 
130 Idaho 861,863, 949 P.2d 1068, 1070 (Ct. App. 1997); Still v. State, 95 Idaho 766, 
768,519 P.2d 435,437 (1974). As discussed above, the UPCPA limits the time that a 
petitioner may submit a petition. I.C. § 19-4902(a) states: "An application may be filed 
at any time within one (1) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or from the 
determination of an appeal or from the determination of a proceeding following an 
appeal, whichever is later." LC. § 19-4902(a). This petition was filed on June 30, 2011, 
well within the one year time frame contemplated by the UPCP A. 
The original petition sets forth thirteen assertions of ineffective assistance of 
counsel. An Amended Petition was filed on June 6, 2012. The State's motion for 
summary disposition asserts that the petition should be summarily dismissed because the 
Petitioner-failed to-verify-his claims with affidavits or evidence, asserts claims that are 
not valid under the UPCP A, raises issues that were decided on direct appeal, and raises 
issues that should have been raised in a prior post-conviction petition. Each o_f these 
claims will be addressed individually.3 
1. Whether trial counsel was ineffective for failing to object to the prosecutor 
misstating the elements of the crime of rape at trial 
The Petitioner asserts that counsel was ineffective for failing to object to the 
prosecutor's misstatement of the elements of the crime of rape at the trial. The Petitioner 
contends that a different result in the rape case could have resulted. The Petitioner fails 
to support this claim with affidavits, records, or other evidence. Conclusory allegations, 
3 The motion for summary disposition does not individually address each claim, but instead sets forth the 
general basis upon which the case should be summarily dismissed. In order to ensure each of Petitioner's 
claims are considered, this Court will address each individually, as they are set forth in the Amended 
Petition for Post-Conviction Relief. 
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unsubstantiated by fact, are insufficient to entitle the petitioner to an evidentiary hearing. 
LC. § 19-4903. Substantiation of allegations is discussed in detail in King v. State, 114 
Idaho 442, 757 P.2d 705 (Ct. App. 1988). 
The standard for dismissal under LC.§ 19-4906(b) states: "Disposition 
on the pleadings and record is not proper if there exists a material issue of 
fact." King correctly asserts that allegations in an application for post-
conviction relief must be deemed to be true until those allegations are in 
some manner controverted by the state. Baruth v. Gardner, 110 Idaho 156, 
715 P.2d 369 (Ct.App.1986), citing Tramel v. State, 92 Idaho 643,448 
P .2d 649 (1968). However, in Baruth, we further held that: 
It is also the rule that a conclusory allegation, unsubstantiated by 
any fact, is insufficient to entitle a petitioner to an evidentiary 
hearing. Smith v. State, 94 Idaho 469,491 P.2d 733 (1971); Drapeau 
v. State, 103 Idaho 612,651 P.2d 546 (Ct.App.1982). Idaho Code§ 
19-4903 states that "[a]ffidavits, records, or other evidence 
supporting its allegations shall be attached to the application or the 
application shall recite why they are not attached." 
llOidaho at 159, 715 P.2d at 372. 
There were no affidavits, records or other evidence offered either with 
King's second application or with his "Traverse", other than an affidavit 
by King outlining the factual circumstances of the commission of the rape 
and expressing dissatisfaction because of lesser penalties meted out to co-
defendants on the rape charge. The conclusory allegations offered by King 
were not substantiated as required by the statute. 
Id. at 445-446, 757 P.2d at 708-709. 
In addition, the Petitioner fails to meet the standards set forth in Strickland v. 
Washington for purposes of determining whether counsel was ineffective. The Idaho 
Supreme Court discussed claims of ineffective assistance of counsel within petitions for 
post-convictionreliefinSaykhamchone v. State, 127 Idaho 319,900 P.2d 795 (1995). 
In order to warrant a hearing for a petition for post-conviction relief based 
on a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel, a claimant must first show 
that a material issue of fact exists as to whether counsel's performance 
was deficient. Second, a claimant must show that a material issue of fact 
exists as to whether this deficient performance prejudiced his case. 
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To establish deficient performance, a defendant must show that 'counsel's 
representation fell below an objective standard of reasonableness.' 
Stricklandv. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,688, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 2064 [80 
L.Ed.2d 674] (1984). To prove prejudice requires a showing that '[t]here 
is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the 
result of the proceeding would have been different.' Id, 466 U.S. at 694, 
104 S.Ct. at 2068. 
Id. at 323, 900 P.2d at 799 (internal citations omitted). Nothing in the record before this 
Court supports an argument that counsel's representation fell below an objective standard 
of reasonableness. Nor is there an indication that such an objection would have changed 
the outcome of this case. Further, the jury was instructed regarding the role of the judge 
and the jury in this case. This instruction is set forth in ICJI 201: 
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to 
instruct you as to the law. 
You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may 
...... _. __ notJollowsome and igugreo:th~:rs.. J3.Yell. ifym1 disll.gree or don't 
understand the reasons for some of the rules, you are bound to follow 
them. If anyone states a rule of law different from any I tell you, it is my 
instruction that you must follow. 
Thus, the jury was correctly informed regarding the elements of rape in this case. Even if 
counsel had objected to the prosecutor's presentation of the elements, there is nothing to 
indicate the results of this case would have been different. 
2. Whether counsel was ineffective for failing to have an expert witness 
available to address witness perjury involving testimony about marijuana 
use versus results of a urinalysis. 
The Petitioner asserts counsel was ineffective for failing to call an expert witness 
with respect to this issue. A similar issue was addressed in Self v. State, 145 Idaho 578, 
181 P.3d 504 (Ct. App. 2007). 
Therefore, the district court summarily dismissed Self's application 
because it did not contain information as to why an expert witness would 
have been helpful and what the expert would have testified to. 
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Under the second prong of the Strickland test for ineffective assistance 
of counsel, a showing of prejudice requires more than mere speculation 
about what an expert witness may have said if trial counsel employed 
them. Raudebaugh v. State, 135 Idaho 602,605, 21 P.3d 924,927 (2001). 
In Raudebaugh, the defendant argued that the district court erred by not 
releasing the murder weapon so that he could get it examined before 
summarily dismissing his application for post-conviction relief. On appeal, 
the Idaho Supreme Court concluded that Raudebaugh failed to 
demonstrate how his case was prejudiced because he did not show that the 
state's testing was flawed or that there was a new technology that 
would make current testing more reliable. Raudebaugh only offered 
conclusory speculation as to what an expert may have said after examining 
the murder weapon. Therefore, the Court concluded that summary 
dismissal was appropriate because Raudebaugh did not make a sufficient 
showing that the failure of trial counsel to hire an independent expert 
actually prejudiced his case. 
Id. at 580-581, 181 P.3d at 506-507. The Petitioner faces similar circumstances in this 
case. There is only a mere speculative statement that an expert may have been able to 
testify regarding urinalysis, but there is nothing to establish that this testimony would 
ultimately lead to a different result in this case. Further, the decision of what witnesses to 
call is generally a tactical decision. In State v. Payne, 146 Idaho 548, 199 P.3d 123 
(2008), the Idaho Supreme Court discussed trial counsel's determination of witnesses to 
call at trial. 
The decision of what witnesses to call "is an area where we will not 
second guess counsel without evidence of inadequate preparation, 
ignorance of the relevant law, or other shortcomings capable of objective 
evaluation." State v. Larkin, 102 Idaho 231, 234, 628 P .2d 1065, 1068 
(1981); Bagshaw v. State, 142 Idaho 34, 38, 121 P.3d 965,969 
(Ct.App.2005) ("It is generally agreed that the decision of what evidence 
should be introduced at trial is considered strategic or tactical.") (citing 
American Bar Association Standards for Criminal Justice 4-5.2). Here, 
Payne has provided no evidence which suggests that this decision resulted 
from inadequate preparation, ignorance or other shortcomings. Therefore, 
the presumption that counsel's performance fell within the acceptable 
range of professional assistance leads the Court to conclude that failing to 
introduce expert legal testimony did not fall below an objective standard 
of reasonableness. 
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Id. at 563, 199 P.3d at 138. Thus, based upon the record presented to the Court, this 
claim is summarily dismissed. 
3. Whether counsel was ineffective for failing to question Penny Heilman 
regarding inconsistencies in statements. 
Similar to claim number 2, this claim fails to set forth how presenting such testimony 
would have resulted in a different outcome in this case. See Strickland v. Washington, 
466 U.S. 668, 688, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 2064 [80 L.Ed.2d 674] (1984). Further, this falls into 
the category of decisions which are considered strategic or tactical. Nothing in the record 
before this Court establishes that counsel's decisions on his cross-examination of Penny 
Heilman resulted from inadequate preparation, ignorance or other shortcomings. 
Therefore, this claim is summarily dismissed. 
4. Whether counsel was ineffective for failing to request instructions regarding 
exhibition or use of a deadly weapon as lesser included offenses and for 
failing to request an instruction based on I.C.§ 18-6107. 
Next, the Petitioner contends counsel was ineffective for failing to request 
instructions regarding exhibition or use of a deadly weapon as a lesser included offense, 
and for failing to request an instruction based on I. C. § 18-6107. Exhibition or use of a 
deadly weapon may be an included offense of aggravated assault. "[T]he correctness of 
the jury instructions are issues which could have been raised on direct appeal, but were 
not, and are, therefore, forfeited and not to be considered in post-conviction proceedings. 
LC. § 19-4901." Cootz v. State, 129 Idaho 360, 364, 924 P.2d 622, 626 (Ct. App. 1996). 
Whether counsel was ineffective for failing to object to instructions, or request 
instructions is a matter which can be considered in post-conviction proceedings. See 
McKay v. State, 145 Idaho 567,570,225 P.3d 700, 702 (2010). However, in the case at 
hand, the Petitioner has failed to set forth any facts or evidence to support his claim that 
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counsel was ineffective. Conclusory allegations, unsubstantiated by fact, are insufficient 
to entitle the petitioner to an evidentiary hearing. I.C. § 19-4903; King v. State, 114 
Idaho 442, 757 P.2d 705 (Ct. App. 1988). 
In addition, the Petitioner fails to set forth any evidence or facts to support his 
argument that counsel was ineffective for failing to request an instruction based on LC.§ 
18-6107. This statute pertains to rape of a spouse. At the time of trial, this statute stated 
''No person shall be convicted of rape for any act or acts with that person's spouse, 
except under the circumstances cited in paragraphs 3. and 4. of section 18-6101, Idaho 
Code." LC.§ 18-6107. The Petitioner was convicted ofrape pursuant to LC. §18-
6101(3), thus, the statute in question provided no defense or immunity to the Petitioner at 
trial. Based upon the record in this case, the Petitioner fails to establish that counsel was 
ineffective for failing to request this instruction. 
5. Whether counsel was ineffective for failing to object to the Court's 
instruction No. 13. 
The Petitioner contends counsel was ineffective for failing to object to Instruction 
No. 13, which states "Although PENNY HEILMAN must have resisted the act of 
penetration, the amount of resistance need only be such as would show the victim's lack 
of consent to the act." Nez Perce County Case, CR-2005-011176, Jury Instructions. This 
instruction is identical to ICn 904, which was the pattern jury instruction available at the 
time of trial, as well as in the present. Again, the Petitioner has failed to set forth any 
facts or evidence to support his claim that counsel was ineffective. Conclusory 
allegations, unsubstantiated by fact, are insufficient to entitle the petitioner to an 
evidentiary hearing. LC.§ 19-4903; King v. State, 114 Idaho 442, 757 P.2d 705 (Ct. 
App. 1988). 
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In addition, appellate review of this case discussed the application of ICJI 904, 
and whether the evidence was sufficient to support the jury's finding. The Court of 
Appeals discussed the comment to ICJI 904, which discussed the requirement to establish 
resistance to rape. See State v. Neil, 13 Idaho 539, 90 P. 860 (1907); State v. Gossett, 119 
Idaho 581, 808 P.2d 1326 (Ct. App. 1991). Based upon the record in this case, there is 
nothing to support the Petitioner's contention that had counsel objected to this 
instruction, it would not have been given to the jury. Therefore, the Petitioner cannot 
establish that counsel was ineffective for electing to not object to this instruction. 
6. Whether counsel was ineffective for failing to point out to the jury 
inconsistent testimony with respect to the picture of the gun holster. 
The Petitioner asserts counsel was ineffective for failing to point out to the jury 
that the picture of a gun holster sitting in the basement was inconsistent with other 
testimony, including the fact that Penny Heilman stated the pistol was pointed at her, not 
in the holster and that the defendant was clad only in briefs with no belt. The Petitioner's 
argument is simply a conclusory allegation, unsubstantiated by fact. Thus, it is 
insufficient to entitle the petitioner to an evidentiary hearing. I.C. § 19-4903; King v. 
State, 114 Idaho 442, 757 P .2d 705 (Ct. App. 1988). Further, even accepting this 
allegation as true, the Petitioner fails to establish prejudice as required by Striddand v. 
Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 80 L.Ed.2d 674 (1984). Therefore, this claim 
is summarily dismissed. 
7. Whether appellate counsel was ineffective for failing to argue trial counsel 
was ineffective for failing to advise his client with respect to his Fifth 
Amendment Rights with respect to the psychosexual evaluation. 
The Petitioner was afforded an evidentiary hearing on issues regarding his Fifth 
Amendment Rights with respect to the psychosexual evaluation in Nez Perce County 
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Case CV-2008-1590. This issue addresses the same matters, and thus, is summarily 
dismissed. 
8. Whether appellate counsel was ineffective for failing to include issues which 
were in the original notice of appeal. 
The issue of whether appellate counsel is ineffective for failing to include issues 
on appeal was discussed in detail in Mintun v. State, 144 Idaho 656, 168 P.3d 40 (Ct. 
App. 2007). 
Mintun's claims that he was denied the effective assistance of counsel 
because appointed counsel should have raised certain additional issues on 
appeal are subject to the standards set forth in Strickland, and Mintun 
therefore must show that appellate counsel's performance was deficient 
and caused prejudice in the outcome of the appeal. Bell, 535 U.S. at 697-
98, 122 S.Ct. at 1851-52, 152 L.Ed.2d at 928-29; Sparks v. State, 140 
Idaho 292,297, 92 P.3d 542,547 (Ct.App.2004). An indigent defendant 
does not have a constitutional right to compel appointed appellate counsel 
to press all nonfrivolous arguments that the defendant wishes to pursue. 
Jones v. Barnes, 463 U.S. 745, 751, 103 S.Ct. 3308, 3312, 77 L.Ed.2d 
987,993 (1983). Rather, the process of winnowing out weaker arguments 
on appeal and focusing on those more likely to prevail, far from being the 
evidence of incompetence, is the hallmark of effective appellate advocacy. 
Smith v. Murray, 477 U.S. 527, 536, 106 S.Ct. 2661, 2667, 91 L.Ed.2d 
434, 445 (1986). "Notwithstanding Barnes, it is still possible to bring a 
Strickland claim based on counsel's failure to raise a particular claim, but 
it is difficult to demonstrate that counsel was incompetent." Smith v. 
Robbins, 528 U.S. 259,288, 120 S.Ct. 746, 765, 145 L.Ed.2d 756, 781 
(2000). "[O]nly when ignored issues are clearly stronger than those 
presented, will the presumption of effective assistance of counsel be 
overcome." Id. (quoting Gray v. Greer, 800 F.2d 644,646 (7th Cir.1986)). 
Id at 661, 168 P.3d at 45. The Petitioner fails to set forth evidence that counsel was 
incompetent for failing to raise on appeal issues regarding the subpoena of a juror, denial 
of the defense motion for a new trial, and information pertaining to the victim's 
employment background. It is clear from the record before this Court that appellate 
counsel raised several issues on appeal, and that none of the purportedly ignored issues 
were stronger than those presented. Based upon the record, the Petitioner cannot 
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overcome the presumption of effective assistance of appellate counsel regarding the 
issues presented on appeal. 
9. Whether appellate counsel was ineffective for failing to raise issues including 
testimony regarding the defendant and victim's divorce, and failing to file a 
reply brief on appeal. 
On this claim, the Petitioner has failed to set forth evidence which would establish 
that but for appellate counsel's error; the results of his case would have been different. 
This claim is a conclusory allegation, unsupported by facts sufficient to establish that the 
Petitioner is entitled to an evidentiary hearing. An indigent defendant does not have a 
constitutional right to compel appointed appellate counsel to press all nonfrivolous 
arguments that the defendant wishes to pursue. Jones v. Barnes, 463 U.S. 745, 751, 103 
S.Ct. 3308, 3312, 77 L.Ed.2d 987, 993 (1983). The Petitioner has not set forth a material 
issue of fact, thus summary dismissal is appropriate. 
10. Issues regarding speedy trial. 
The UPCP A is not a substitute method to appeal issues which could have been 
raised on direct appeal. 
This remedy is not a substitute for nor does it affect any remedy incident 
to the proceedings in the trial court, or of an appeal from the sentence or 
conviction. Any issue which could have been raised on direct appeal, but 
was not, is forfeited and may not be considered in post-conviction 
proceedings, unless it appears to the court, on the basis of a substantial 
factual showing by affidavit, deposition or otherwise, that the asserted 
basis for relief raises a substantial doubt about the reliability of the finding 
of guilt and could not, in the exercise of due diligence, have been 
presented earlier. 
LC. § 19-4901. The Petitioner has failed to provide a substantial factual showing by 
affidavit, deposition or otherwise, that he did not receive a speedy trial, or in the 
alternative, that he did not waive his right to a speedy trial. The Petitioner was arraigned 
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in the underlying criminal matter on January 12, 2006. The jury trial commenced on 
June 26, 2006. Nothing in the file indicates that the Petitioners right to a speedy trial was 
violated. Thus, this claim is summarily dismissed. 
11. Whether trial counsel was ineffective for failing to poll the jury. 
As stated above, in order to prevail on a claim of ineffective assistance of trial, 
both prongs of the Strickland test must be met. With respect to this claim, the Petitioner 
fails to provide any facts which suggest that polling the jury would have resulted in a 
different outcome in this case. This claim is also summarily dismissed. 
12. Whether counsel was ineffective for failing to appeal the denial of a motion 
for a new trial. 
The Petitioner fails to establish that an appeal of this issue would have changed 
the outcome in this case. On appeal, the Defendant's judgments of conviction were 
affirmed by the Court of Appeals. There is nothing in the record to indicate that this 
issue could have been successfully appealed. 4 Thus, the Petitioner has failed to show 
how he was prejudiced by appellate counsel's failure to appeal this motion. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing analysis, the State's motion for summary disposition is 
granted. 
4 Other courts have considered whether trial counsel was ineffective for failing to file a Rule 3 5 motion. 
See Menchaca v. State, 128 Idaho 649, 917 P.2d 806 (Ct. App. 1996). While this case is not directly on 
point, the result is similar. Nothing in the record supports a determination that an appeal of the Court's 
ruling on the Rule 35 motion would have resulted in a new trial. The motion was simply for leniency, and 
well within the discretion of the trial court. 
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The State's Motion for Summary Disposition is hereby GRANTED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this .2.?ty of November 2012. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS R. HEILMAN, 
Petitioner, 
v. 









CASE NO. CV 2011-1323 
FINAL JUDGMENT 
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Respondent. ) 
The above-entitled matter came before the Court on Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
The State filed a Motion for Summary Dismissal and a hearing was held on the Motion on 
October 18, 2012. Following the hearing, the Court entered an Order granting the State's Motion 
for Summary Dismissal of Petitioner's Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
IT IS HEREBY THE FINAL JUDGMENT OF THE COURT THAT PETITIONER 
HEILMAN'S PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF IS DISMISSED. 
DATED this ~day of December 2012. 
-
0 
CARL B. KERRICK - District Judge 
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CASE NO. CV 2011-01323 
STIPULATION TO ALLOW 
COURT TO REISSUE THE 
FINAL nJDGMENT IN THIS MATTER 
COME NOW, the Petitioner, Dennis R. Heilman, by and through his attorney of record 
herein, Gregory R. Hurn K wate Law Offices, PLLC, and the State of Idaho by and through its 
attorney of record herein, Nance Ceccarelli, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby stipulate and 
agree to the Court reissuing of the Final Judgment in this matter. 
It is understood that reissuing of said order will result in defendant's time to file an appeal 
within Forty Two (42) days shall start again. 
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DATED this (>l,-lJ - day of June, 2013. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
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. /)..; / t'_ J/1)· ''t • j 'IJA,hl.,/!f// By t) J-'J- Jlill ,_ (f-~--t..V)_.({. ~-1 .. / 
N ab'ct:.,G~.ccarelli 
Attorney for Respondent 
STIPULATION TO ALLOW 
COURT TO REISSUE THE 
FINAL JUDGMENT IN THIS MATTER 
KW ATE LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
c:_ --;::~--
BY ~c.--,..··~ ; ,. . 
Gregory R. H"lun . 
Attorney for Petitioner 
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS R. HEILMAN, 
Petitioner, 
V. 









CASE NO. CV 2011-1323 
REISSUED 
FINAL JUDGMENT 
------·------·--------------- ------------ __ ____,),--
Respondent. ) 
------·-·· --·-····-----·-------
The above-entitled matter came before the Court on Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
The State filed a Motion for Summary Dismissal and a hearing was held on the Motion on ' 
October 18, 2012. Following the hearing, the Court entered an Order granting the State's Motion 
for Summary Dismissal of Petitioner's Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
IT IS HEREBY THE FINAL JUDGMENT OF THE COURT THAT PETITIONER 
HEILMAN'S PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF IS DISMISSED. 
~1- .:r .. l't 
DATED this_/_ day of'.flme.12013. 
Qg131 
CARL B. KERRICK - District Judge 
REISSUED FINAL JUDGMENT 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing REISSUED FINAL JUDGMENTwasJ_H~ 
mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this l ~ day of JmreJ 
2013, on: . 
Kwate Law Office 
1502 G Street 
Lewiston ID 83501 
Nance Ceccarelli 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
PO Box 1267 
Lewiston ID 83501 
PATTY 0. WEEKS, CLERK 
~(i]nc;~;n 
----·----------------------·---·-- ----- ·----·--·---·---···------------- ·--·---------~-------·-- - -- ----·----·----- ---·--- ·---·-· -------------·-----------
REISSUED FINAL JUDGMENT 2 
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Gregory R. Hum 
K wate Law Offices, PLLC 
1502 G Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-7060 
Fax: (208) 746-2660 
Idaho State Bar# 8753 
Attorney for Petitioner/Appellant 
fi1LED 
1013 dlt.17 f>I) 'I- ~ 
PATTY 0. W'=:·c:c: 
·· CL~JW.j)f THE o:-Jd/Ji1,-,, , 
' ~
. DEPU1t 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS R. HEILMAN, 
Petitioner/ Appellant, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) Case No. CV 2011-01323 
) 
) 
. ., .... 





TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND ITS ATTORNEYS, 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, POST OFFICE BOX 1267, LEWISTON, 
IDAHO 83501, AND LAWRENCE WASDEN, ATTORNEY GENERAL, POST OFFICE BOX 
83720, BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0010, AND TO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED 
COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named appellant, Dennis R. Heilman, appeals against the above named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Reissued Pia.al Judgment entered in the above-
entitled action on the 1st day of July, 2013, Honorable Judge Carl B. Kerrick, presiding. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the Judgment 
described in paragraph 1 above is appealable pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules l l(c) (4), (9). 
3. A preliminary statement of the issue which the appellant may assert on appeal; 
provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues 
on appeal. 
a. Whether the Court erred in dismissing the defendant's Petition for Post 
Conviction Relief. 
4. Is a reporter's transcript requested at this time? Yes. 
5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the Clerk's record 
in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR.: The transcript of Oral Argument 
hearing on October 18, 2012. 
-- --6; - - I-certify: -
a. That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the court reporter. 
b. That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because 
appellant is indigent, without funds, and the undersigned counsel has been appointed to represent 
the defendant. 
c. That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
of the record because appellant is indigent, without funds, and the undersigned counsel has been 
appointed to represent the defendant. 
d. That appellant is exempt from paying the appellant filing fee because 
appellant is indigent, without funds, and the undersigned counsel has been appointed to represent 
the defendant. 




e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20 and the Attorney General of the State ofldaho pursuant to Idaho Code Section 671401 ( 1 ). 
DATED this 11 ~day of July, 2013. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
KW ATE LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
Attorney for Petitioner/ Appellant 
By ,L)~ R.B--
Gregory R Hum 
3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 




X- Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight mail 
to the following: 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Nez Perce County 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender's Office 
3050 N Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Nancy Towler 
Court Reporter 
Boise, Idaho 83703 c/o Nez Perce Court 
"--- ------"" -" -------""· --Lewiston-;-Idah:o-83 50t--------" 
KW ATE LAW OFFICES, PLLC 




Gregory R. Hum 
K wate Law Offices, PLLC 
1502 G Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-7060 
Fax: (208) 746-2660 
Idaho State Bar # 8753 
Attorney For Petitioner/Appellant 
1FlLED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS R. HEILMAN, 
Petitioner/ Appellant, 
vs. 












Case No. CV 2011-01323 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND TO 
APPOINT STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
COMES NOW, Gregory R. Hurn of Kwate Law Offices, PLLC, pursuant to Idaho Code§ 
19-870 (l)(b), and hereby moves the court for an order appointing the State Appellate Public 
Defender's Office to represent the Petitioner/Appellant in all further appellate proceedings and 
allowing Kwate Law Offices, PLLC to withdraw as counsel of record. This motion is brought on 
the grounds and for the reasons that the Petitioner/ Appellant is currently being represented by the 
office of the Public Defender, Nez Perce County; the State Appellate Public Defender's Office is 
required by statute to represent the Petitioner/ Appellant in all felony appellate proceedings; and it 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND 
TO APPOINT STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
ORIR+fw. ~- ' ~ 
143
J 
is in the interest of justice, for them to do so in this case since the Petitioner/ Appellant is indigent, 
and any further proceedings on this case will be appeals. 
DATED this /7--/f,.. day of July, 2013. 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND 
TO APPOINT STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
KW ATE LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
Attorney for Defendant/ Appellant 
By ,<)cnr: R . B"' = 
Gregory R. Hurn 
2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 




_l(._ Hand Delivered 
__ Overnight mail 
to the following: 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor's Office 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83 720 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW AND 
TO APPOINT STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 3 
Idaho State Appellate Public Defender's Office 
3050 N Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
KW ATE LAW OFFICES, PLLC 
By~~ 2~ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDI~fH;~:!~!'~,._,,-..., ti~•!fl•T 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 
DENNIS R. HEILMAN, 
Petitioner/ Appellant, 
vs. 












Case No. CV 2011-01323 
ORDER ALLOWING WITHDRAW AL 
OF ATTORNEY AND APPOINTING 
STATE APPELLANT PUBLIC 
DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
The attorney for the Petitioner/ Appellant having moved the court for an order allowing him 
to withdraw from her representation of the Petitioner/Appellant in said matter, and good cause 
appearing therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Gregory R. Hum ofKwate Law Offices, PLLC, and 
hereby is, allowed to withdraw as the attorney for the Petitioner/ Appellant in said matter. 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that the Idaho State Public Defender's Office is 
hereby ordered to represent the Petitioner/Appellant in any proceedings for appeal in said matter. 
DATED this I fr,-day of-':r,'--..,,,_,_/-=,i----'' 2013. 
ORDER ALLOWING WITHDRAW AL 
OF A ITORNEY AND APPOINTING 





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this /"/ day of ~ , 2013, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing to be delivered to the following: 
K wate Law Offices, PLLC 
1502 G Street 
Lewiston, Idaho 83401 
(Court Basket) 
Idaho State Appellant Public Defender's Office 
3050 N Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise , Idaho 83703 
Nez Perce County Prosecutor's Office 
Post Office Box 1267 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
(Court Basket) 
ORDER ALLOWING WITIIDRA WAL 
OF ATTORNEY AND APPOINTING 
STATE APPELLANT PUBLIC 
DEFENDER'S OFFICE 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
Patty 0. Weeks, 
· Clerk of the District Court 
-, 
·-' ' l 
By--,---.. ~-£---~--
\. \..i . 
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In the Supreme Couff(rf)state ofldaho 
DENNIS RAYMOND HEILMAN, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
V. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
ID JJL 29 ffJ ~ 11 
!'ATTY O '(1'.:-n· c: 
Cl~~ 
)) EPU-Afil)ER REMANDING TO DISTRICT 






Supreme Court Docket No. 41240-2013 
Nez Perce County No. 2011-1323 
This appeal is from the REISSUED FINAL JUDGMENT file stamped July l, 2013. This 
judgment does not appear to be a final judgment, pursuant to I.R.C.P 59(a), because it contains 
procedural history. Therefore, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rules l l(a), 13.3, and 
17(e)(2), the above-entitled matter be, and hereby is, REMANDED TO THE DISTRICT COURT 
and proceedings in this appeal shall be SUSPENDED to allow for the entry of a FINAL 
JUDGMENT that does not contain a record of prior proceedings. Upon entry of the FINAL 
JUDGMENT by the District Court, the District Court Clerk is directed to transmit a certified copy 
of the FINAL JUDGMENT to this Cmlrt, at which time this appeal shall proceed accordingly. 
DATED this .2k__ day of July, 2013. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
District Court Judge 
For the Supreme Court 
Stephen W. Kenyon, ie'Jerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS R. HEILMAN, 
Petitioner, 
v. 












CASE NO. CV 2011-1323 
REISSUED 
FINAL JUDGMENT 
IT IS HEREBY THE FINAL JUDGMENT OF THE COURT that all claims contained 
within the Petition for Post-Conviction relief are hereby DISMISSED. 
~ 
DATED this 30 day of July 2013. 
CARL B. KERRICK - District Judge 
REISSUED FINAL JUDGMENT 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing REISSUED FINAL JUDGMENT was 
mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this ~ day of July, 
2013, on: 
Idaho State Appellant Public Defender's Office 
3050 N Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Nance Ceccarelli - ~t,..y'" 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
PO Box 1267 
Lewiston ID 83501 
REISSUED FINAL JUDGMENT 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS RAYMOND HEILMAN, ) 
) 
Petitioner-Appellant, ) SUPREME COURT NO. 41240 
) 
vs. ) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
) 




I, DeAnna P. Grimm, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of 
the Second Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for 
the County of Nez Perce, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
Clerk's Record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound 
by me and contains true and correct copies of all pleadings, 
documents, and papers designated to be included under Rule 28, 
Idaho Appellate Rules, the Notice of Appeal, any Notice of Cross-
Appeal, and additional documents that were requested. 
I further certify: 
1. That no exhibits were marked for identification or 
admitted into evidence during the course of this action. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto setg5!nd affixed 
the seal of said court this ,,:? '1.:itr day of r 2013. 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
DENNIS RAYMOND HEILMAN, 
Petitioner/Appellant, 
Supreme Court Case No. 41240 
vs. CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
I, PATTY 0. WEEKS, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify 
that I have personally served by US Mail or by electronic mailing one 
copy of the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD 
REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPTS FROM NANCY TOWLER 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
sthomas@sapd.state.id.us 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT 
BOISE, ID 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
patricia.miller@ag.idaho.gov 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, ID 
PATTY 0. WEEKS 
Clerk of the District Court ( 
Date of Service ~ 4' /11 ,){j /.3 By ~ ~ _,/ 
Deputy Clerk 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
